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IWY
BULLETIN

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR
ANNEE INTERNATIONALE DE LA FEMME
ANO INTERNACIONAL DE LA MUJER

1g75

No. 4
MARCH 1975
*****

The International Women's Year Bulletin
is published periodically by the Branch
for the Promotion of Equality of Men
and Women of the Centre for Social
Development and Humanitarian Affairs of
the Department of Economic and Social
Affairs. Its purpose is to keep people
informed on activities at the national,
regional and international levels in
celebration of IWY, 1975.
Through this Bulletin we hope Governments, organizations and individuals will
be able to learn of the events taking
place all over the world.
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Recipients of this Bulletin are urged
to send any relevant information on IWY
activities in their countries to the
Editor (Room 3115) so that wider
geographical coverage can be given to
national activities.
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*Copies of photographs appearing in
this Bulletin may be obtained through
UN Information Centres.

What does equal pay mean to them?
Chimu, Peru. Housewives helping
their menfolk to thresh and winnow barley
(UN 74 1 *
l: galite, developpement et paix
Equ ality.development and peace

lg ualdad, desarrollo y paz
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

i

8 March 1975

t
*

i

f

International Women's Day was
celebrated at United Nations Heaa.l
quarters on 7 March 197 5, with an;
international discussion on the
theme "Women and Men: The Next 25 t
11
Years .
t
The "Encounter" was opened by
*
Mrs. Helvi L. Sipila, Secretary-!*
General, International Women's
!
Year and World Conference of the *
IWY, and an address was made by %
Her Imperial Highness Princess
Ashraf Pahlavi who was Chair;
person of the Consultative
t
Committee for the IWY Conference,!
which was also meeting at UN
Headquarters at that time.
t
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*

eminent personalities - moderated by Dr. Jessie Bernard, sociologist and
!
* author of the United States - discussed the quarter century ahead and answered questions t
1 from two journalists, Ms. Oriana Fallaci (Italy) and Mr. Ghassan Tueni, publisher and
1
editor of "An Nahar" (Lebanon). Discussions were held in the morning focussing on women,
men and the public interest (the meaning of development; women as agents of social change; ;
* political power) and the afternoon session was devoted to women, men and private life
%
! (human and family relationships). The panelists agreed from the outset that they would not;
offer any "solutions" but a lively discussion ensued. It was felt that present-day society t
* needed to be restructured and that the contribution of women was essential to this process,;
and attitudinal change was considered an important element.
%
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f Following

; H.E. Mme. Jeanne Martin Cisse
and Permanent Representative
* of Guinea to the United Nations

Prof. Alla Ghenrikhovna Masevich
Vice-Chairman, Council on Astronomy
(Academy of Sciences)

Justice Annie Jiagge
!; High Court Justice

Mr. George McRobie
Director of Communications
Intermediate Technology Group
Ms. Elizabeth Reid
Personal Adviser to the Prime Minister
of Women's Issues

f Father Anthony De Souza, S.J.
* World Council of Churches
f Ms. Germaine Greer
f Author
* Dr.

Herta Kuhrig
* Deputy Chairperson
; Scientific Advisory Council
(Academy of Sciences)
f Dr. Marie Langer
Psychoanalyst and author

*

i

Dr. Maria Lavalle Urbina

Recipient of United Nations Award for
i outstanding
achievement in the field of

$ Human

Mr. Alvin Toffler
Author
Mrs. Margaret Bush Wilson
Chairman, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
•••--
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Rights (1973)

Ms. Rita Lilj estrom
Sociologist and author
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is a list of individuals attending in their personal capacity:

$* Ambassador
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :* The Committee's task was to advise the
: Secretary-General on the preparation of the
CONTENTS
: international Plan of Action.
I. Activities of the UN system
:* Tne 23 members of the Committee were:
and affiliated inter: Australia, Belgium, Brazil, France, German
governmental organizations
: Democratic Republic, India, Iran, Jamaica,
A. United Nations
: Japan, Jordan, Mexico, Niger, Philippines,
1 - 6
: Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
B. Specialized Agencies
6 - 9
: Sweden, Tunisia, USSR, United Kingdom,
C. Inter-governmental
: United States and Venezuela.
The 23-member
10 - 11
organizations
: Committee unanimously elected Princess
:Ashraf Pahlavi of Iran as Chairperson, Ms.
II.National plans and activities 12 - 28
: Elizabeth Reid (Australia), Mrs.Anneliese
III.Non-governmental organiza- 29 - 36
: Salzler ( German Democratic Republic) and
tions plans for IWY
:Mrs. Elia B. de Tapia (Venezuela) as Vice: Chairpersons. Mrs. Ada F.M. Bailor (Sierra
IV.Films and informational
37
: Leone) was elected Rapporteur.
material
*
:The
Committee suggested that the draft World
38
v. Recent events of interest
: Plan of Action be structurally reorganized and
VI.List of Liaison Officers with 38
: further revised to reflect various suggestions
Governments
: of the Committee. In examining the draft Plan
________________________ :as a whole, several representatives stressed
: the importance of approaching women's questions
:in the context of the more general political,
A. UNITED NATIONS
:economic and social problems and directing
Ad Hoc Inter-Agency Meeting on IWY
:programmes to all members of society without
The Ad Hoc Inter-Agency Meeting on the pro:1osing sight of the special problems of women.
gramme for IWY was held at the Palais des
:some members stressed that the issue of
Nations, Geneva, on 3-5 February 1975,
:achieving equality between men and women must
chaired by Ms. Helvi L. Sipila, Secretary:be viewed as part of the general struggle for
General of IWY and of the World Conference to :achieving equality in society. Others also
be held in Mexico City.
The following
:expressed the view that the issue of discrimorganizations were represented: United
:ination against women was not an isolated
Nations, UNICEF, WFP, UNHCR, UNCTAD, ILO, FAO,:issue but a problem to be viewed in the
UNESCO, WHO, WMO, WIPO and a non-governmental :broader context of oppression against marginal
organzation - IPPF.
:groups for economic, social and other reasons.
.
. .. j Similarly, they maintained the problem of
The Cha~rt?e~son o~ened the meetin~ and out 1 inea:rural women must be viewed within the context
the activities which had been undertaken
* f th
al f •1
d th
· t
since the last meeting, at the national,
: 0
e rur
ami Yan
e rura1 socie Y•
~

regional and international levels and also on
preparations for the World Conference. The
meeting then discussed the preliminary draft
World Plan of Action.

*******
Consultative Committee for the World
Conference of the International Women's Year
The Consultative Committee for the World
Conference of the IWY met in New York from
3-14 March 1975 to consider the draft World
Plan of Action for the promotion of the role
and status of women in society.

:with respect to the formulation of recommenda: tions, it was suggested that the Plan should
:state its goals more vigorously in the form
:or recommendations to Governments. The Committee
: agreed that what was really needed was active
: and concrete efforts to translate into reality
:principles which had been already accepted.

:

*******

: Commission for Social Development

*
:The
Commission at its twenty-fourth session in
:January 1975 adopted a resolution entitled:
: "Equality of opportunity for women in the total
: development effort" which urged that approp: riate measures be taken to assure the full
The Secretary-General was asked to convene th e*participation of women in development programm
Consultative Committee in resolutio~ 3277(:XXI:x'.5at all levels as part of a long-term sustained es
a~opted by_the General Assembly at its twenty-:effort by Governments to achieve the goals of
ninth session on 10 December 1974.
the Year .
*******

- 4A. UNITED NATIONS (Contd.)
Population Commission

. .

.

.

/

·cuJ\U
agtl ed in

1

j'. participation of women in all the activities

.

.

mrelated to the expansion and diversification

!:

of international trade as well as to economic
The Commission at its eighteenth session in f and social development.
February 1975 urged Governments to implement ~'.
.
.
.
the recommendations relating to the status of t Colin F. ~ees 7 (Australia), speaking on behalf
women stated in the World Population Plan of I of countries in Group B, proposed an amendment
Action (E/5585, paras.32, 41, 42, 43, and 78) 1 be inserted in the resolution which would have
and in resolutions IV and XII (E/5585,
} the Trade and Development Board call upon the
chap.II) of the World Population Conference. (r: Secretary-General of UNCTAD, to make known to
It also requested the monitoring on a contin- 1 the approp~iate recruitement officers of the
ual basis of all UN development programmes
* UN the desire of the Board to see a better
and projects to assess their impact on women, ! bala~ce between men and women within the prokeeping in mind the mutual interaction of
±fessional staff of the UNCTAD secretariat. It
population factors social and economic
t was decided to include a mention of this amenddevelopment as weli as the evolving status
ment in the report of the Trade and Development
of women.
?:'. Board •

t

*******
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP)
The regional Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) adopted at
its session in February-March a Regional
Plan of Action for the Enhancement of the
Role of Women in Development and endorsed
the establishment of a regional institute
for research and information.

*******
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
At the regional level, the third meeting of
the Council of Ministers of the Economic
Commission for Africa adopted in February
a resolution on the Integration of African
Women in National Development which urged
States Members of the ECA to pay special
attention in their national development plan~
to the potential of women as essential human
resources for the development effort. It
also endorsed the plan to establish an
African Training and . Research Centre for
Women to be inaugurated during IWY as one
of the Commission's major activities for the
Year.

*******
United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD)

*t
:l:

*******

~; United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
its eighteenth session the UNDP Governing
f-~ Council
which emphasized
. adopted ofa decision
~; the importance
the integration of women in
development from the planning stage to that of
decision-making and implementation. It also
! recmmnended that the UNDP Administrator instruct
f Resident Representatives to communicate the
;\'. decision to Governments requesting them to
i support the objectives of the Year.

f At
t

i

ll UNDP

is planning certain activities designed to
the aims and goals of IWY. Initiatives
t will be taken on several fronts simultaneously.
*f UNDP will:

f further

i 1. Promote the full integration of women in
the development process

t

f The UN~P Administrator, in addressing UNDP's
} Governing Council Session in January 1975,
t stressed that "the problem of women's integrai tion in_development is comprehensive and affects
\ all societal functions. It will involve a
;\; complex set of changes in policies and procedi ures that will require time for their gradual
f elaboration and implementation 11 • It is, for
~example, recognized that many well-intentioned
t d 7velopment programmes, by neglecting to pro~vide an opportunity for the participation of
! women, may actually have contributed to an
i increase in women's already heavy workload.
'r
i As a r 7sult, overall development progress has
;ilieen hindered.

The 68-member Board of UNCTAD unanimously
adopted a resolution to mark IWY. The action
was taken shortly before the Board concluded ~ amples of this are particularly striking in
:¥the rural areas where new farming technologies
its sixth special session, 21 March 1975.
:!;have been introduced and men only trained in
*~ heir use and application despite the fact
It invited Governments to take the appropdecisions in order to facilitate increased
i that women traditionally play a major role in
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* A paper entitled: "The Contribution of Food Aid
agricultural production; factories have bee,~
opened in urban areas offering jobs for men, ·: to the Improvement of Women's Status II which
encouraging male migration and leaving
i examines WFP's past, present and future role
women with the sole care of themselves, thei1as regards the advancement of women was presentchildren and the farming. As long as formal f ed to the twenty-seventh session of the Intereducation, training and extension services
igovernmental Committee in March 1975 and will
in agriculture fail to include them, women
i also be made available as a background document
will remain incapable of applying new and
* to the Mexico City World Conference.
more productive techniques of cultivation,
f Th
d .
f 11WFP NEWS" •
·n b
and they will inevitably deter progress and
e seco~ issue_o
in 1975
. wi
e
.
t
.
.;.
on
women
s
role
1n
development
and
will
be
th e d eve 1 opmen t o f th e1r coun r1es.
:~
. b
• A • /M
ava1 1 a le 1n pr1l ay.
2. Creation of greater awareness among the
ffi One or two publications on women's .role in
general public
development in the 11 WFP in Action II series are
During IWY and on a continuing basis there- * planned for 1975,
:f
after, UNDP through the public information
~ A set of five wallsheets on women's role in
work it carried out in both developed and
; development is in preparation and should be
developing countries, will call attention to
available shortly.
the development needs of women and action
being taken to meet them. Efforts will be
f A film on women's role in rural development
made to identify projects in which women do f is planned in collaboration with a national
participate and to encourage coverage of
network. When completed (possibly only in
these by journalists and photographers.
1976 ), this would be available on loan.

*
f
f

i

1TV

tie;::::·
...., ..:.
s:.._'.:.

3. Stimulate actions in support of IWY goals
Included in 11 CO¥.MITMENT" is the insert "WAYS
AND MEANS", published quarterly for NGO use.
This leaflet sets f orth speci f ic actions
which organizations and individuals can take
at the local level in support of IWY objectives. Ideas for mobilizing governments,
media, national institutions and local
people on behalf of the Year are given .

1

A film-strip on women in rural development is
in preparation.
,k

!A
set of guidelines for project planners and
f implementers is going out to both headquarters
/ and field staff indicating how WFP aid might
t be used to speed up the fuller integration of
~'. women in national development programmes and
f to ensure that both planners and implementers
i make this a matter of conscious concern.

4. UNDP employment policies as regards

t Apart from purely WFP activities, a number of
* joint WFP/FAO undertakings are being planned.
; These include a handbook with the tentative
Women currently comprise 12 per cent of
;!;title of "Strategies and guidelines for
UNDP's professional staff. UNDP will review
;!;planning programmes" which will examine practiits recruitment and promotion practices and
f cal ways in which women can be integrated into
take corrective action to ensure that women
1projects for agricultural and rural development;
are given equal opportunities for access to
J a series of radio programmes and a multijobs at all levels.
; division exhibit at FAQ Headquarters, Rome.
UNDP will also prepare an informative booklet *
h. h *An in-depth evaluation of WFP assistance and
on women's integration in d evelopment w ic
,~'the role of women in development will be
will be made available to participants at
.undertaken with the co-operation of a
the World Conference for the IWY in Mexico
; consultant.
City.
women

*******
World Food Programme (joint United Nations/
FAO programme)

t

*******

t Field Offices

;J;

! Under the co-ordination of Hoda Badran, an
f inter-Agency Group has had several meetings
! so as to ensure maximum co-ordination and
At the opening of the meeting of WFP's
if,utilization of UN resources. The agencies in
governing body (the Intergovernmental
Committee) on 17 March, the Executive
~the Group are: UNICEF, ECWA, FAO, ILO, UNESCO,
Director made a statement on IWY . This was f UNI S, UNDP and the Institute for Studies on
followed by short statements from the repre- [Arab Women in Beirut.
sentative of one developed and one developing country.

i
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A.

UNITED NATIONS (Contd.)

Field Offices (Contd.)
~~u:e::::of reference of the Int enr--gAogi~nngcy
1. Exchange of information fbout 0
projects serving women in the region and
future plans within this sphere.
2. Identifying various problems of women
which UN-assisted programmes for IWY will
have to tackle.
3. Identifying various resources, particularly those of the UN to be used for the
Year, including funds, technical and
administrative facilities.
4. Identifying areas where pro,1ects could
be jointly planned and to which various
UN agencies can contribute.
5. Suggesting early co-operation and/or
joint participation of UN agencies in
programmes for women in general and for
IWY in particular.
6. Evaluating activities implemented for
the Year and suggesting future steps.

*
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The new stamp will be issued in denominations
of 10 cents (blue, red, orange, gold and
silver), 18 cents (green, red, orange, gold
t and silver), F.s.o,60 (dark red, orange, red,
** gold and silver) and F.s.0,90 (purple,
orange, red, gold and silver)(U.S. equivalent of 60 centimes is 24 cents and of 90
centimes, 35 cents; however rates are subject
to fluctuation).

$
t

j

i
:i

*
* The designers are Ms. E. Kurti and Mr. A.

Kalderon (Israel), the first woman/man team
to design a United Nations stamp. The
design is of a man and a woman shown equally
within a circle enclosed with the wreath
from the United Nations emblem.
1*

7. Ensuring inter-agency co-operation in
the preparation for and the running of
~
the Regional Seminar on Women in National;
Development.
!

.
. as to
The group has exchanged information

!

Instructions for the purchase of mint stamps
each agency's proposed activities for the
Year. At the present stage the Working
1 and first day covers of all denominations
Group is studying possible concerted efforts* may be obtained from:
in the field of promotion of women. As a
1
United Nations Postal Administration
first step towards a unified programme in
P.O.
Box 5900
*
the region the group has started a UN
Grand Central Station
0
0
New York, N.Y.10017
~:: : : : : : :i:~:::::tf::u:::i::a:~ the
*******
region with the planning and execution of
their programmes if desired. UNDP offices
in the region have been informed of the
*
existence of the group so that it can be
B. SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
used as one type of resource for the Year.
International Labour Organisation (ILO)

!

J
t
f

t

i

*******

United Nations Postal Administration
The UN Postal Administration will issue a
new stamp co=emorating IWY on :
9 MAY 1975

The International Organisations Committee of
the Governing Body of ILO met in Geneva from
4-7 March 1975 , endorsed the ILO's activities for IWY and the Director-General's
proclamation, and emphasized that these
activities should be of a continuing nature
and not confined to 1975 only. Furthermore,
the ILO should be a model in its own house.
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B. SPECIALIZED AGENCIES (Contd.)

$these instruments and those which have not; as
iwell as a discussion of a new instrument on
vocational guidance and training and the preThe Employer members suggested that a woman
vention of discrimination against them in
should preside over the 60th session of the
prep~ration for work life.
;
International Labour Conference (1975).
* During the Year it is planned to include in
The Director-General in his Proclamation
!the International Labour Review a series of
said that the Year was one of special signi-; articles on women's employment and integration
ficance to the ILO, which for over half a
* in development in different parts of the
century had been actively preoccupied with $world. Publicity materials will be prepared
the protection and promotion of women
trelating to women workers in relation to the
workers and the achievement of equality of * Year as well as a popular illustrated booklet
opportunity and treatment for them in the
on women's participation in the world's work
interests of national development, social
I force.
justice and peace.
f The Regional Symposium on Equa1 ity
o f Op por t The Director-General also said: "Inter*unity and Treatment in Employment to be held
national Women's Year provides an occasion 1 in Europe in April 1975 will devote a part of
for the governments and employers' and
its work to discrimination based on sex and
workers' organisations which make up the
* the position of women in social security
ILO to mark the progress made to this end
1 schemes will be considered by the Committee
and to push out the frontiers of concern,
!of Social Security Experts at its meeting to
policy and, above all, action. It provides 1 be held at the end of 197 5.
an occasion to re-dedicate ourselves and
1
*******
our Organisation to the defence of women
wokers' rights in our pursuit of social
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
justice for all in the world of work.
ffi
A statement issued by the Director-General
"Women workers constitute a little more . than ffi of FAO, Addeke H. Boerma, on the occasion of
a third of the world's workforce.
Their
t IWY said that he welcomed the proclamation
contribution to development is already
* of 1975 as International Women's Year and
great. It can be enhanced by ensuring them 1 that most women throughout the world had for
in no faltering or uncertain terms the
too long been relegated to a status of inferequality of opportunity and treatment which
iority that could not be justified in nature
is their right.
or in reason. He said: "As we are about to
enter the last quarter of the twentieth
"Let 1975 and the succeeding years see
substantial and steady progress towards thisi century, it is certainly high time for a new,
end throughout the world.
1 concerted effort on all sides to put an end
to this out-dated and unrealistic pattern of
"I hereby proclaim the allegiance of the
inequality on the human scene".
ILO to the aims and purposes of International
He said that FAQ had an important and speciWomen's Year and pledge our full contribution to their achievement this year 1975
! fic involvement in the question of the status
and in the years to come".
1 of women because in the developing countries
women in rural areas account for between
70 and 90 per cent of the total female popuThe ILO's major contribution to IWY •ill be ; lation. Moreover, women in those countries
the discussion by the Conference in 1975
1 are not only responsible, as elsewhere, for
of the question of equality of opportunity ~ the preparation of food for their families,
their work is also responsible for the
and treatment for women workers and the
greater part of the food that is produced.
follow-up of the conclusions reached by the
Conference which will be brought to the
"It is clear that the efforts of FAQ to
attention of the Mexico City Conference.
increase food and agriculture production in
The Conference will also have before it a
! the developing countries, serious attention
must be paid to the education and motivation
general survey on the Equal Remuneration
Convention and Recommendation, covering bothi of women if effective results are to be
achieved both at the village level and in
countries which have ratified or accepted
International Labour Organisation (Contd.)
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.
terms of national development . . . • •

*

t may be given to Member States under t~e

Women
1
must be encouraged to take a more active part*
in the rural development of their countries. ¢
Women must take their share of responsibilities in the building of a better world
society.
___
f

Participation Programme to enable their
statistical departments to deal with certain
aspects of women's problems.

!t
The International Bureau of Education will

supply particulars on women an~ education
and
inter-sectoral population programme
1 willthe
provide information on matters relat*
ing to women in its studies.

To commemorate IWY, a recommendation has
been forwarded from the FAO/WFP Ad Hoc
Working Group on IWY 1975 and theChiers of
two Divisions to nominate a female pro1
fessional staff member from the field, among 1
the candidates for the Ben R. Sen Award.
The recipient must have made an outstanding
1
contribution to the advancement of the
country or countries to which she has been
1*
assigned. The Award, consisting of a medal *
carrying the name of the recipient, a scroll
describing her achievements and a cash prize
will be awarded in a special ceremony at the *
*
1975 FAQ Biennial Conference.

I

$

The drawing up of annotated bibliographies
will be undertaken, taking six countries to
begin with, each containing three sections:
(a) Women and education in the general
context of the family, employment, sociocultural relations and the life of the
nation.

$ (b)

An article to be published in the Monthly

Bulletin of Agricultural Economic and
Statistics will emphasize an analytical
approach relating to the subject of women's
role in agricultural production.
A FAO/WFP handbook: 'The Integration of
Women in Agriculture and Rural Development:
Strategies and Guidelines for Programmes",
will be prepared in three languages as a
special publication for IWY.
FAQ will participate in an inter-agency
working group established by the UN
Secretary-General with a view to bringing
the rules on compensation payable to a
surviving spouse into line with new amendments proposed at the 29th session of the
General Assembly.

*******
UNESCO
Unesco's programme for IWY is centred around
three points: education, the social sciences
and communication.
A number of measures
will be taken to give maximum publicity for
the Year.

i

The problem of equality between men and
women as it emerges from studies in the
social sciences and humanities relating
to the country in question.

(c) Women and the promotion of peace , with

a historical account of the part played
by women in the life of the nation and
an assessment of fresh opportunities for
women to play their part, both individually and collectively.

ffi

1*
*
1
1
*
**

Studies will be undertaken by the Division
of Human Rights and Peace, in collaboration
*
with the Social Sciences, Humanities and
Sector, and with the assistance of
* Culture
interested National Commissions and nongovernmental organzations, dealing with the
1 following matters;

$
$
*

i
~
*

1. Women as portrayed in school textbooks.
2. Educational measures taken to instil new
attitudes in boys and girls both in and
out of school.

*

$ 3.

1
1 4.

I
1

Among the general activities to be promoted
during IWY, Unesco gives priority to the
1
collection of data concerning women.
1
Prominence will be given to figures relating f
to women in the Unesco Statistical Yearbook 1
and other publications. Financial assistance1

Treatment of the role of women and other
family members in publications for
children.
Status of women in the major cultural
regions considered in relation to the
three themes of the Year; as well as
considering women and history.

Unesco's programme aimed specifically to
encourage equality of educational opportunity for girls and women has been broadened
and focussed more especially on the three
themes of the Year. This programme will be
in three parts :
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B.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES (Contd.)

UNESCO (Contd. )
(a) Studies and research.
(b) Pooling of information.
(c) Operational activities.

$ Other

activities include: the convening of a

* Round Table of women film producers; the
* organization of a Film Festival; publication

i

of a book of photographs on the present status
of women; the production of a film on women
and advertising; as well as radio and TV
broadcasts.

t
t

The Office of Public Information will give
considerable attention to the themes of IWY
Literacy training for women will be underboth in Unesco Features and in the Chronicle;
taken on an on-going basis and the 1975
and two issues of the Unesco Courier will
programme includes collabo~ation ~ith the
deal with these themes in 1975.
Regional Centres for Functional Literacy
situated in Arab Countries (ASFEC) and in
A quarterly bulletin will be produced by the
Latin American (CREFAL) and with the InterDivision of Human Rights and Peace and will
national Institute for Adult Literacy
give a detailed account of the activities
t
Methods (Teheran). Unesco will also co* initiated in Member States in connexion with
operate with UNICEF in literacy training.
the Year.

j

i

$

?rominence will be given to Unesco's
exploratory missions undertaken to select
.
new projects relating
to out-of-school
education for women.

I*
1
!t

In addition, the help of artists will be
enlisted so that the Year may be given maxi* mum publicity; the most outstanding written
material and illustrations thus obtained will
subsequently be collected in book form.

Consideration will be given to the status of
An International Women's Year Week is to be
women when drawing up the Draft Recommendation concerning the Development of Adult
* held from 22-25 September 1975. It will
comprise four talks given by eminent persons
Education to be submitted to the General
Conference at its nineteenth session.
* on the problems which have proved most difficult and most importance for the advancement
Education in a rural environment concerns alli of women, in the light of the conclusions to
rural communities and a special effort will *
be drawn from the first few months of the
be made during the Year to provide funds for!
Year and in particular from the results of
projects related to the advancement of women.I
the International Conference in Mexico City.
Requests for assistance have been received
Unesco as a whole will examine the problem
from Togo, Upper Volta, Niger, Mauritania,
of the participation of women in the work ·of
Nepal and Trinidad and Tobago.
the Secretariat at all levels, in response
The next edition of Study Abroad will be
to the wishes of staff members and of all
issued during 1975 and although no distincthose who, both in the United Nations system
tion is made between women and men, it is
and outside it, are concerned about the
hoped that awarness during the Year will
status of women •
influence governmental and private bodies
*******
which award fellowships to include more
women.
**; A seminar will be held at WHO Headquarters,
* Indraprastha Estate, Ring Road, New Delhi 1,
The quarterly journal Impact of Science on
on 24-28 November 1975.
Participants
Society will publish (as Vol.25, No. 2) an
(approximately 40) will be journalists and
issue on "Women in Science: A Man's World".
* other mass media communicators from South
All contributors will be women.
t East Asian countries. The seminar is to
The Office of Public Information of Unesco
be co-financed by WHO, UNICEF, CESI and
will undertake activities of dissemination,
UNDP.
organization and promotion. An exhibition
t
The
main topics for discussion will be:
of photographs by Jeanine Niepce on the
theme: "La femme, avenir de l'homme" (Woman: 11. Social development.
the future of mankind) was held in Paris
2. Education, including sex education.
during the 1974 session of the General
Conference, and a poster by Sonia Delaunay
3. Health, nutrition and family planning.
is now on sale.
4. Women's status in society.

$

t

:e0i."

. :::J.-

,,:;e:~
. ~:st::

*
I
*
$

I

$
f

f
t

t

$
t

*******
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c.

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Commission of the European Community

*f. 1 . Preparation for working life (education,
vocational guidance and training).
**
*
* 2. Employment (access to work, working condi-

A new programme for eliminating discrimina- t
tions, promotion).
tion against the European Community's 35
t Reconciliation of family responsibilities
million working women was forwarded to the 1 3.
occupational activities (equipment,
Council of Ministers by the Commission on
t and
services and other facilities, including
12 February 197 5. It included a draft
[
re-training of women who wish to enter or
directive designed to eliminate discriminare-enter the work force).
tion against women on the basis of sex,
1
marital, or family status and provides legal i The Governmental Social Committee will also
recourse for preventing unwarranted disconsider in 1975 the state of the law and
1
missals .. I~ a communication t? the Council, ffi regulations of Member States on rnater~ity
the Commission recommended urging Member
protection, and a study has been published on
States to intensify their search for proi the legal and social situation of unmarried
j ects, eligible for Social Fund aid, which f mothers.
promote more and better jobs for women; a
~
.
broad European Community action programme
The Committee of Experts on Social Security
to eliminate prejudice against women, and an * has completed a study_and a draft r 7solution _
information programme to apprise women of
~ bearing a recommend~tion_on the social security
their rights and potential jobs.
j of women at home whic~ will ensure _them ~he
*******
* right to social security payments in their own
right.
Council of Europe
t The Committee of Demographic Experts is preDuring IWY, both the Parliamentary Assembly 1 paring a study on fertility trends which will
of the Council of Europe and several
focus on motivation of fertility and the
committees of governmental experts will
t causes and demographic consequences of
undertake work to further the advancement of t changing attitudes towards contraception,
women. A brief summary follows.
i abortion and fertility.

i

*

';ante

/, eiJII!
Of~I\

; :oitin
,, ttest

$

$
t

The Parliamentary Assembly adopted on 30
$ Among the other activities being undertaken
September 1974 a report and recommendation t during the Year is the Conference of European
on the legal position of women, and, on 24
f Ministers Responsible for Family Affairs to be
January 1975, a report and recommendation on f: held in Oslo from 17-19 September on the theme:
~he position and ~esponsibil~ty of parents
"Equality of man and woman: its implications
in the modern family and their support by
t for family life and governmental action".
society. A motion for a recommendation on
t
*******
the political rights and position of women
1
has been tabled and is currently being dis- * Organization of African Unity
cussed. The Committee on Social and Health * The Council of Ministers of the Organization
Questions will con~inue its action with
! or African Unity met in Addis Ababa from
respect to equal rights of men and women.
13 _21 February 1975, and adopted a resolution
The Committees of Government Experts are
! which endorsed the United Nations General
continuing work in the legal field on the
* Assembly resolution on IWY. The resolution
legal status of married women with a view to ! congratulated the Pan-African Women's Organifull equality of spouses; the acquisition of l zation for its efforts towards the social,
nationality by spouses of different nation- $ political and economic emancipation of women
alities and their children; and the question * on the Continent and urged all Member States
of the legal representation and custody of
t or the OAU to encourage, initiate or intensify
minors. The Legal Committee has just cornf the participation of their National Women's
pleted drafting a convention on the legal
l organizations in its organization. It also
status of children born out of wedlock.
$ invited all Member States to pay special
Several activities directly concerning women r. attention to increasing opportunities for the
have been entrusted to committees made up of i increased participation of women in the develnational experts in the fields of employment, t opment of their countries through intensified
labour, social security and social welfare. * programmes for education and training in all
· 1 commi· tt ee wi-11 r·ina1 ize*
. i spheres of activities
Th e Government Socia
***~***
a resolution on women at work which deals
1
with the following three points:

$

t

o. ~;ell
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C.

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (Contd.)

League of Arab States
Arab Women's Collllllission
The Arab Women's Collllllission at its third session held from 4-7 November 1974 adopted the
following programme for International Women's Year.
It decided to:

. er:s :; :
~dSl:i:: r,

u:,c~~

1.

Appeal to the Secretary-General of the League of Arab States to issue a statement on
the occasion of International Women's Year.

2.

Invite the General Secretariat (Social Development Department) to prepare for an
enlarged conference to study the question of eliminating women's illiteracy in cooperation with specialized organizations on the Arab and world levels.

3.

Continue to persuade Arab Governments to establish national and regional committees on
the status of women to act as a link between States and their different machinery on
the one hand, and the Arab Women's Commission and similar commissions on the other, in
implementation of resolutions adopted by numerous conferenceiof the United Nations.

4.

Work for the establishment of an Arab Studies and Documentation Centre to issue booklets
dealing with different aspects of women's affairs and prepare studies and bibliographical
surveys on the situation of women in Arab countries in co-operation with specialized
Arab and international organizations.

5.

Urge women's organizations in Arab countries to observe a day for solidarity with the
struggle of the Palestinian woman as part of their programme of celebrating IWY •

6.

Appeal to world women's organizations to support the struggle of Palestinian women to
liberate their lands and restore their national rights.

7.

Hold a symposium to discuss the struggle of the Arab Palestinian woman in the occupied
lands.

The representative of the Sudan expressed her country's readiness to host the symposium
within the framework of the conferences to be convened by the Sudan in celebration of IWY.
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A street scene in
Kabul, Afghanistan
25 years ago •••••

FAO photo by Eric
Schwab (ES/L 19/32,34)
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II.

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES

M-~y countries set up National Committees

for IWY (governmental and non-governmental)
Algeria
The UNFA "Wilaya" Committee (Union nationa.le
des femmes algeriennes) in charge of preparing for International Women's Year has
elaborated a programme in celebration of the
Year and IWD of 8 March 1975.
Some of the activities planned were as
follows:

.
**
***
**
*

3.

Exhibitions of paintings and handicrafts.:

4.

Show for the benefit of the "Agrarian
Revolution".

2.

A Committee to explain the socialist
management of enterprises.

3.

"Agrarian Revolution" Committee whose
aim will be to organize volunteers to
train and mobilize.

Australia

*******

The membership of the National Advisory
Committee for IWY was announced on 11
September 1974 and they have developed a
fr811lework to be followed in Australia in
1975 and beyond. It involves a three-part
approach:
- Change of attitudes;
- Areas of discrimination and suffering;
- Creative aspP.cts.
Within this fr811lework the Committee is seeking during 1975 to have initiatied and
encouraged activities such as:
1. The establishment of a network of

community centres to respond to women's
problems and encourage their activities
in the following fields:

- workshops

**
**
**
**:
* 2.

Film showings, followed by discussions.

Information Committee to establish
contact between the UNFA Committee and
the Press.

- facilities for meetings and discussion
groups

**
*

2.

An

study facilities (reading rooms,
audio-visual equipment)

***
*

Conferences.

1.

- collections (books, magazines, documents, films, videotapes etc.)

**

1.

Several committees were created:

b. Developmental/creative, containing for
example;

***
*

*

- effect of literary stereotypes on
the development of women's self
image
- reflection in language of male
perspectives.
b. The isolation of women;
c. Victimology, including rape situations;
d. Formal and informal barriers to women's
full participation in existing sociopolitical institutions (e.g. political
parties, churches, local governments,
etc.).
3. Undertaking an education programme - aimed
at children, men and women in the following fields:

**
***
***
*
***
*
***
:* 4.
**
***
: 5.
***
***
*

a. Health, rehabilitation and cr1s1s
:
(for example - health, peri-natal,etc. ,:
shelter/re-uge, crisis counselling,
:
post-rape assistance).
*

**
**

Sponsoring of research projects, such as:
- effect of current education system
and texts on children

***

**
*

- referral service on legal matters,
employment and other social problems
a. Male/fems.l e stereotypes

:*
:

**
**
***
**
**
**
*
***
*
***
*
***
*

- creche

a. Films, including TV films;
b. Radio programmes;
c. Pamphlets/booklets;
d. Lectures.
Convening workshops, seminars, conferences
and discussion groups, covering regions
beyond the capital cities.
Festivals/cultural activities focussing
on women, such as:
a. Special celebrations for International
Women's Day 1975;
b. Sponsoring festivals, exhibitions and
performances;
c. Sponsoring theatre productions;
d. Sponsoring festivals.

rt::scr
ri!le.:t
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6. International activities in the following * The Connnittee also consider the following
*
fields;

a. Hosting of a United Nations interregional seminar entitled:
The Communication of Attitudes:
Women, the Arts and the Media

:e;::.,·

g,::.::

iC'le:::£
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I t:e

1
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c~ ;c,........

;

*
***
**
*
***
***
**
**

points are important:

a. that the proposal must increase the
possibilities of individual change and
growth;
b. that it must help women to gain self
reliance, self confidence, self pride
and independence;

b. Development of strategies for the integration of women into international
: c. that wherever possible and relevant it
plans for economic development.
should increase women's knowledge of
In the Budget Speech on 17 September 1974 the:*
the structure of the existing instituTreasurer announced that two million dollars :
tions and increase their political
had been set aside for International Women's :
awareness;
Year activities in the financial year 1974-5.:
** d. that whilst it is important to build a
Activities
women's culture this should encompass
*
and be accessible to all.
The National Advisory Connnittee has contacted *
**
women's groups, both young and old, ethnic
* Priorities
organizations, professional organizations,
***
National Advisory Committee believes
educational institutions, trade unions,
** The
there are certain areas which affect or
business organizations, art galleries, music *
schools, etc., calling for suggestions for
*** potentially affect every girl and women
themes and activities for the Year. They
* in society, whatever her education, her
cultural background, her economic status,
have received project proposals amounting to *
*** her beliefs, her occupation or her way of
$3.5 million dollars, but the bulk of sub** life. These are:
mission are still to come or to be costed.
*
- health and welfare
Many of the submissions received fall within :*
- child care
the competence of existing government depart-:
- education
ments or other institutions and the Committee:
- work
will act as a focus for the demands and
:
- creativity
channel them into the appropriate departments,:
- general community attitudes
argue the need, the facts and the pro's and :
con's with the departments and act as a
: There are many projects which fall under
catalyst for action.
: the first five which are the responsibility
* of existing government departments or
In considering the proposals the National
*** instrumentalities. However (with the possible
Advisory Committee for IWY will take into
account the following points:
*** exception of child care, for which a totally
integrated and all-embracing $75 million
a. that in the course of the Year they must :* initial programme is under way) there are
reach most if not all women either through: many other important projects for which IWY
projects potentially of benefit to all
: funds could be used and which would help
women or through projects which specific- : people gain more information about existing
ally relate to areas of distress, suffer- : services or programmes, would help women to
ing or discrimination;
: gain the self-confidence, information and
knowledge necessary to lessen areas of
b. that no group of women should advance or *
** distress,
discrimination or suffering.
gain benefits at the expense of any other *
** Funding
women or group of women;
**
c. that the proposal must be able to be
** Since the main thrust of the National
implemented in the present social,
** Advisory Committee for IWY is towards
political and economic climate.
** attitudinal change there will be significant
Not only those sectors of society which are *
* expenditure of such things as a newsletter,
articulate - that is, able to write sub:* a research task force, publicity, the convenmissions, approach governments, etc. - should: ing of conferences, workshops, seminars, the
benefit by the Year.
: employment of consultants and of community
* catalysts.

*
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II.

•
•
:rn

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd. ) : Bulgaria

Belgium

a statement by Mr. Zhivko Zhivkov, Chairman
.
: of the National Initiative Committee for IWY
The Belgian Comm1 ttee for IWY was created on •
V.
Ch .
f the Council of the
· · · ·
Mi · t
f F
·
• and ice- airman o
1n1t1at1ve
of
the
n1s
er
o
ore1gn
*p
,
R
bl'
of
Bulgaria , delivered over
1
.
f h K'
d • eop e s epu 1c
Affairs under . the patronage
o
t
e
1ng
an
*th
Bul
•
R
di'o
and
Television on the
C
. t
.
tE¢ e
garian a
Queen of ~elg1um. The_ ~~1t e; ~~11 _promo •occasion of the proclamation of 1975 as IWY,
and :oord1nate the ac~1v1t1e~ o Ch 1~
:which is contained in document A/10042, the
Belgium on the theme Woman 1n a
ang1ng
• f
.
• t were made
Society: her Independence, her Integration, : 0 11 owing poin 5
•
her Responsibilities".
: The People's Republic of Bulgaria supports
• •
:the United Nations initiative in proclaiming
The Year was off1c1ally opened by the
•
It
t·
Women's Year and the aims
. . t
f F
.
Aff .
Mr V E lande * 1975 n erna iona1
M1n1s
er o
o~e1gn
airs'
. a~ s
1 for which it will be conducted. It began in
an~ ~he Co-chairpersons of.the Committee,
:Bulgaria with an address by the Central
~l:enne Brunfaut and Lucienne Herman: Committee of the Bulgarian Communist Party
M1ch1el~en, on 27 January 1975 at Egmont
:to the working people from the cities and the
Palace in Brussels.
:countryside to translate it into a year of
The Committee is organ1z1ng a seminar in
:highest working achievements for the fulfilBrussels from 24 - 26 April 1975 to explore :ment and over-fulfilment of the sixth Five"The economic independence of the European : Year Plan.
II
Th' •
worn~ on ~he eve of the 21st Centu~ . .
is :The National Initiative Committee includes
~1nar will be open to all countries in
:representatives of State bodies and social
ope.
: organizations, distinguished public and
The Committee will undertake· studies and
:cultural figures.
The Government adopted
research in the following fields:
:a special decree and a wide range of under:takings with a view to accelerating the
- economic status of women
:solution of a number of tasks set up by the
- single woman: her responsibilities
:Political Bureau of the Central Committee of
:the Bulgarian Communist Party for enhancing
- inflation and unemployment
:the role of women in building a developed
- salaries and wages
: socialist society.
- social situation of the single parent
:or great importance at the present stage is
family
:the realization of a whole system of under:takings aimed at increasing the family's and
- reform of matrimonial laws
:women's leisure time through enlarging public
women and social progress
:services, building more kindergartens, by the
:decisive amelioration of canteens for college
- part-time employment
:students and others.
- woman as a consumer
:rn order to carry out the goals set up in the
- women and the media
:plan for 1975, particular care and attention
:should be paid to building new nurseries,
- equal employment opportunities.
:kindergartens and flats, to enlarge public
Many lectures and conferences will be held :services, to further ameliorate motherhood
during the Year on many aspects of the statuS:protection and improve women's qualification
of women and the quality of life in present- :in view of the new requirements of production
day society.
:and the specific nature of women's labour .

::tn~ :i
::( t! ~~:i
...!

::;:~:!'.

•

•

Action will be taken to educate children on
the rights of women in the world and teaching staff will be brief on problems concerning the status of women.
There will be exhibits of documents, photos,
works of women artists, films and women's
organizations will publish books on various
subjects relating to the status of women.

*******

•

:rt is the duty of the Bulgarian people to
:popularize during the Year the historical
:achievements of women in the Soviet Union,
:in their own country, in the entire socialist
•
't
:communi y.
:Taking care of man is a basic concern of the
:Bulgarian Communist Party which considers
:problems relating to women are problems of
the whole of society.

*******

..... ,...:,
~:':! !•::

:.:~ ::: ;!~

..::~:::::_
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Canada
In a statement to the House of Commons on
22 January 1975, the Prime Minister, Mr.
Pierre Trudeau said:

•: Central African Republic
•: A National Committee has

been established
: in the Central African Republic to celebrate
: International Women's Year .

• Elisabeth

" ... As this session of Parliament re-convenes:
we are entering not only a new year, but a
:
unique and special period - International
:
Women's Year.
••
•
.... Canada, as a member nation, bas under- *
taken a substantial program of support for
this special year; through legislation,
through funding of groups and organizations, *
through the promotion of equality within
Federal Government department and agencies
and, through the promotion of a national
awareness of the current status of women ....
D~scrimination against women is in some ways
co~parable to discrimination against
society's other disadvantaged groups, it is :
not always overt. In fact, as both provin- :
cial and federal governments work to intro- :
duce legislation that provides equal rights :
in many areas, the acts of discrimination
themselves of"ten become more subtle and
insidious.
The crucial and necessary
changes are frequently required in areas whe :
where no legislation can every be introduced-:
in attitudes.
Yet, it is attitudes that
:
often mitigate against equal treatment for
:
women and men. During International Women's:
Year it is hoped that all the people of
:
Canada will work towards making equality a
:
reality, by truly recognizing women and men :
as equals.
:

Domitien was appointed Prime
Minister by the President of the Republic on
1 January 1975.

... It would, however, be unrealistic to
:
assume that full equality will be achieved in:
just one year. It is for this reason that
International Women's Year, while being a
special year, must not be regarded as an end :
in itself, but must be seen in the context
of the Government's on-going program to
improve the status of women. This work must
be - and will be - continued beyond 1975,
until equality exists in fact, as well as in :
:
law, and Canadian women are recognized and
accepted as equal partners with Canadian men •
in the building of our nation."
:
For further information regarding projects
:
and activities in Canada for IWY, please
:
write to:
:
International Women's Year
Secretariat
Privy Council Office
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada KlA OA3

3 • Reprint the poems of Salome Urena with

Dominican Republic

The Dominican Republic has prepared a
•• national
programme for IWY. They have
•• established
and are preparing a
• national pollan onoffice
status of women in
•• political, social,theeconomic
and educational
•• fields. They plan a Conference
all
•• member states of the Organizationwith
of
•• American States and many round-tables,
•• surveys, symposia are also planned •
••• A literary contest and exhibitions of arts

'ttei :::.•
·est:!:,
pl\:::t

~rese:: r.~~
systei :'. ::~
tte!i::'.'I,
dir;:::-

erpr.t 1
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and handicrafts are also planned.

• A message

by the Archbishop of Santo Domingo
regarding IWY has been circulated.

•• The Ministry of Education has formulated the
following programme in celebration of the
••• Year:

•

••
••

••.
••
••
•

•
•
•

*******

••.
••.
•••
•

1. Reprint and circulate "Ideario Feminista"

written by Abigail Mejia.
2. Print and circulate the Declaration on

the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women. To be distributed in schools,
colleges and other educational institutions.
a prologue by Dr. Joaquin Balaguer,
President of the Republic and himself a
poet and also those of Amelia Francascci.
4. A TV panel discussion on the theme "Integration of Women in Development - her
goals and objectives", as well as weekly
TV programme on famous women •
5. An encounter of American poets will be
held in Santo Domingo on 21 October 1975.

6. A premiere will be held in the National
Theatre starring outstanding women .

7. Prizes will be offered for a book and
paintings on the history of women in the
Dominican Republic •

8. Educational programmes will be organized
to teach women their rights and the means
available to implement them •
Many government departments are planning programmes which will be published later.

*******
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{f France
lf
on the initiative of Mrs. Fran~oise
Giroud,
,t
. .
g- Secretary of State for the Condition of
)f Womankind, a National Committee for IWY
:~ under the responsibility of Claude du Granrut.

The opening ceremony for IWY was held on
20 January 1975 in the Hall of the Central
Committee under the auspices of Mrs. Sadat
ff
and participation of Dr. Ghanem, First Secre- \f A meetin_g was held from 1-3 March 1975 on
tary; Dr. A. Rateb, Minister of Social
iii the theme "The next step" and a report on
Affairs; Dr. Z. Sobky, Women's Organization if this meeting will be published in the future.
Secretary-General and Mrs. A. Hussein,
1 The following activities were undertaken
liaison officer for IWY.
g during these "International March Days" in
-!i: Paris:
Ambassadors and delegates from foreign
ir
embassies attended the meeting as well as
1f l. A multi-sports meeting, with a view to
disseminating a new image of moder woman,
personalities from international and national ff
organizations. Members of the Central
if as she appears in the mastery of sports.
Committee, Women's Secretariat and members
if 2 An exhibition illustrating the different
of women's regional organizations.
{;- · images of women in the world.
1f
Mrs. Sadat said that: "Today is not a time
A Women's Day was held in all primary
for slogans, but for action .. it is a pity i,and secondary schools and educational
()
;,
that after all that has been done, we are
establishments, where pupils were given
;;still suffering from illiteracy. We have to
broad information about the place and
if
remedy this quickly, following a fixed time :f
role of women in today's society, their
~f
schedule. We have to co-operate with
:f
effective participation in all fields of
{)
specialized organizations to avoid
the country's development, and the handi''
unnecessary mistakes. Our plan should also {}
caps they have yet to overcome.
tackle family planning and over-population.
lf
During International Women's Year, we, women, \f The following will be published:
have to work·· a nd wor~ ·· _and work hard'.
A brochure (in French and English) about
to s 7t up the prope: guide~ines_for_equality it
the situation of women in France.
of rights and amending legislation in order if
to realize equity, equality and stability." 1f 2. A poster.

1b.

Jt 1.
ff·:r 3.

,;,f"!O

,•'.····;·.~
:;,i:;,01

-,~ttiii .

·~;:~:en

;~~i is i

~:!:!:~ =~

L:::'.i~ :~

:.,.,.,.,,,,e;

A postage stamp.

{f

The Women's Organization of the Arab Social- }f 4. Also a coin will be minted.
ist Union has formed five working groups to lf Th S
t
f St t and the National
study and work towards ameliorating condition;::: e . ecre a:Y O
a e
.
in the fields of:
{~ Committee wishes to encourage regional and
if municipal authorities, as well as associations
- Family Laws
;f which so desire, to organize the greatest
- Illiteracy
l~ possible number of meetings, discussions,
- Family Planning
{} comparisons and exchanges allowing all to
- Consumption Education
~f express themselves so that IWY will be the
Planning and Information
i~ Year of all women. The proceedings of all
~t this activity will be gathered and a synthesis
A pilot project will commence during IWY:
} made which will be published throughout France.
A campaign will be launched against illiteracy and to achieve effective results an
24 October 1975, France will celebrate IWD
area was chosen, namely, ELWAYLY. Also,
J international Women's Day with various events
family planning and consumption education
ff based on broad consultation. In particular,
programmes will be carried out. The same
J young women and men will be invited in the
project will be carried out in every area,
ir framework of regional events organized in
by choosing one village and adapting it to
{ each great provincial city, to come and air
its particular needs.
.}~ their views for the future - for "The next
~~
"
1;- step to make.
Representatives from women's international
organizations will be invited to visit Egypt Urn general terms the aims in France for the
during IWY, in order to discuss common
if Year will be to inform women so as to develop
problems facing them and their solutions.
if their social consciousness and sense of belonging
~~ to a community in progress.
*******
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Among the special events scheduled to take
place during the Year is an international
Honduras
-,, seminar on the theme of "Partnership of Men
On 25 November 1974 the President of Honduras
and Women in Development", to be held at the
proclaimed 1975 International Women, s Year.
Mount Carmel International Training Centre
The Government made a statement recommending jf for Community Service, to be attended by
the public sector observe the programmes,
it women leaders from all over the world.
activities and celebrations related to the
{;- Italy
Year which constitutes an honour for women;
jf
to promote her material and spiritual advance-it The National Committee for IWY headed by
ment in order to achieve complete equality andit Mrs. Tina Anselmi, Under-Secretary in the
justice as a human being as well as her civic it Ministry of Labour, has taken the following
rights.
i action to promote the aims of IWY:
i!= 1. In October 1974 a letter with questionnaires
The Minister of Public Education spoke about t~
was sent to all political parties in Italy
the importance of access of women to educatio~t
requesting information on the condition of
so as to contribute to development.
i;women in the family as well as in the proDeclarations regarding the Year were also
fessional, academic, social and public
if
made by the representative of the Inter,.life. Also requested were indications
iJamerican Commission of Women, the Minister of }~
as to the party's programmes to observe
Foreign Affairs, the Minister of Education,
ji:
IWY.
the Archbishop of Tegucigalpa, President of i;2.
In
January 1975 a letter was sent to all
the Federation of Women's Associations,
~~
Ministries
requesting information regardPresident of the Family Planning Association
ing the position of women in public
and by the Governor of the Province, Franc isco-8administration, specifying percentages of
Moragan.
{
~~
women among government employees ; percentage
()
,,
Israel
of women participating in Civil Service
number of women in responsThe President of the State of Israel,
if examinations;
ible positions ; problems that would
Ephraim Katzir, on 7 January 1975 at a gather-1;
deserve special attention such as existing
ing in the Presidential Residence in
{}
legal discrimination (e.g. retirement age).
Jerusalem officially proclaimed the Year.
cf
The Proclamation was signed by the President, }f 3. A booklet will be published in Italian
Chairman of the Knesset, Israel Yeshayahu, and it
containing the UN resolution on IWY and
the Prime Minister, Ytzhak Rabin. It stated: {}
information on the status of women, as
" •••. Let us in 1975 strive to eliminate
~f
well as a summary of the condition of
remaining inequalities, to facilitate the dual ~f
women in Italy.
role of women in the home and at work; to
~f
acknowledge the joint responsibility of
~~ 4. In April 1975 a ceremony in Rome's City
Hall (Campidoglio) "Women in the Resistance"
parents; to facilitate women's attainment of
(30th anniversary of the fight for liberatheir full potential and encourage them to
~~
tion) . Prime Minister Moro will be the
enter political and public life in greater
{t main
speaker.
numbers ..••. ".
~i:
-(;,,-"- 5. The Plan of Action to be adopted by the
The National Council of Women of Israel has
Mexico World Conference of IWY will be
assumed overall responsibility for launching
printed in Italian and widely circulated.
{}
and coordinating the programme of events of
IWY.
-;~- 6. Italian Radio and TV (RAI) bas submitted
to the Committee a draft programme includThe National Council in an appeal to women in {}
ing some 30 programmes on a wide variety
the Middle East for peace and co-operation
jf
of aspects (women in Italy and in other
said: " •...•.• As mothers and wives we share a {}
countries ; women in the arts; discussions;
particular human responsibility which has been if
for too long drowned in the raucous of
if women in science ; and many other programmes
and series).
political diatribe and military conflict.
=~~
Our common region calls out for development , .. 1f One political party, the Christian-Democrats,
By working together we have it in our power to fr have held a national congress "Women and
enrich each other and thereby make a lasting it Society" with special reference to IWY.
contribution to the welfare of all mankind • . . " {;,,II.

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)
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JAMAICA
The following is a list of proposed projects
for IWY.
Publications
1. Statistical monograph on Jamaican women.
2 . Pamphlet on responsible parents.
3. Publication of a pamphlet for new readers
on the rights of women.
4. A booklet on careers for women (both
traditional and non-traditional).

-~f
,,

2. "Rap Sessions" for sixth formers and
National Youth Service Workers, on careers
-()
-,,
for women.
{i=

~t 3.
~f

{f

,,-(,,,ii-

4:

Consumer education programme.
Public meetings on "Women and their
relationships with their children".

ii- Exhibitions
,,-

{}
=~f{f
'S
-,_-

1. Book Exhibition - August.
2. Art Exhibition - April.

i,- 3. Floral Exhibition (Ikebana).
-,,-,,
1. Investigation of Laws which discriminate
-::- Special Programmes
i~
against women, also general areas of dis- ~i:
1. Women conduct Church Services - Sunday,
crimination by Laws and Customs, with
fr
12 January.
recommendations for amendments which ensurer
Research and Recommendations for Action

equal treatment both before the Law, and
de facto.

E2.
i,,,1~

Free Clinics for women and children
organized by a women's organization in
March.

2. Study of the market woman, with special
reference to their transportation, accommo-H 3, Essay Competition for schools - topic,
dation and sanitary facilities, with
it
"Woman of the Year".
recommendations.
i;:f 4. Series of films featuring "Our Women"
both in historical and contemporary
3. A comprehensive manpower and job qualifi- l~
cation study for the purpose of identify- t=
terms.
-{f
ing areas in which women can be prepared
~rt·
*******
and subsequently employed.
-,,,;

·,,

4. A study of training programmes for women. Jtn

ion ot ~:t:
o! IT.:~, 1

cotditi:: :'.

in p, . i ~io tte i,,:,'
igbt tcr ~·.
0 mW''

In commemoration of IWY and in compliance
5, A survey of women in the Allman Town Area. if with its objectives, the Government of
The purpose being to establish some "money J Japan, through its Ministry of Labour,
earning" schemes for the unemployed girls {} plans to implement the national programmes
(,'
in that area.
-(,set forth below as part of the comprehensive
studies and surveys and various programmes
Workshops
~~ on
women for the observance of the Year,
1. Women in the media, i.e. in communications. ii; including those already carried out or being
undertaken such as "A comprehensive study on
()
2. Theatre workshops to illustrate through
1f the various problems of women" (1972-73),
dance, verse and song, the contributions
ji:
to society of the Jamaican women since the _o_ and measures for the welfare of women
1) workers under the working women's Welfare
eighteenth century.
1f
{f Law:
3. In-depth Parish Workshops focussing on the ~f;
needs and problems of our women.
If 1 . Celebration of the Year (National Conference of Japan).
Seminars
{!:
2. Speech and essay contests.
1. Annual seminar of Church Women United jf
6 - 9 March. Topics: Family Life Educatioft 3, Studies and surveys on the status of
women.
Women ' s Rights ; Child Care and Nutrition
j;:
and Consumer Education .
}t() 4. Japan/IL0 Asian Regional Programme for
Women Workers.
if-(,2. Seminar on the Economic Status of Women
-()
9 - 10 April 1975 .
lf 5, U.S.-Japan joint study on the working
woman .
3. National Conference on 30 May 1975,
{}

:it
{~

'i\

Educational Programmes

l.~,~

1. Public Affairs Programmes of the Y.W.C.A.
concentrating on women's affairs.

, 7

I

6 •• Lecture tours.

Issue of commemorative publications.

*******
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II.

Mali

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)

~f conferences, educational and interdisciplinJi: ~~-

1;,,

J

ary seminars for women (for example, courses
on the consequences of inflation, consumer
orientation, nutritional qualities of regional products);

On 28-30 December 1974, the Malian Women's
Association held its constitutive congress in ~f
Bamako. It was attended by large numbers of i,issuance of a postal stamp commemorating
women from all over the country and by
several foreign delegations. The wife of the tt the Year;
President of Mali, Mrs. Mariam Traore, was
J _ issuance of a commemorative coin;
appointed Chairperson of the National Women's l,l>: _
Association of Mali. The Association in its ,s preparation of an informative bulletin
general resolution saluted the initiative of ,,- regarding the programme of Mexico for the
,,
Year·,
the United Nations in proclaiming 1975 as IWY. i
•••••••
t - publication of a book concerning the status
ti: of women at different levels, such as labour,
Mexico
if1
education, health, recreation facilities and
Following the appointment of Dr • Ped ro Ojed a i(>[ property of the "ejidos" in Mexico.
Paullada, Attorney General of the Republic of ~ Finally, the President of Mexico, in commemMexico, as General Co-ordinator of national
;t orating the inauguration of International
activities and the programme for IWY in
~ Women's Year on 3 January 1975, declared,
Mexico, the Mexican Government invited the
3t inter alia, that "Equality, development and
United Nations to host the World Conference
¥peace are the goals that guide the celebration
for IWY and designed a programme with partici- [ of International Women's Year. Responsible
pation of the federal, state and municipal
5 equality means actively participating in the
authorities, drawing contributions especially ~ benefits and obligations of social and
from associations and groups of men and women. economic development. Active participation in
Its headquarters, named "The House of
!t the Year means the achievement of a stable
Mexican Women", gives an opportunity to
it world peace".
centralize in a focal point the co-ordination it
of all activities.
}

li -

J
:f

•••••••

Within the framework of the Constitution of
'k Mongolia
Mexico, a strengthened legal framework was
{ In an official document of the thirtieth
introduced. The President of Mexico proposed al session of the General Assembly under item 77
constitutional amendment to open avenues for 1 of the preliminary agenda the Permanent
incorporating women into the political, social 1 Mission of the Mongolian People's Republic
and economic life, which requires the recogni- lt to the United Nations has transmitted an
tion that their de Jure and de facto capabili- ~t extract from the Programme of Action adopted
ty lies behind a continuous social effort that l by the Mongolian National Committee for IWY
1t (annex I) and the text of an interview given
has to be stimulated in all sectors. In
short, it reaffirms the equality of men and
1 by Prof. D. Tsevegmid, Vice-Chairman of the
women before the law and the need for their
Council of Ministers of the Mongolian People's
increased participation in the development
} Republic and Chairman of the Mongolian
process.
\t National Committee for IWY, to a correspondent
The main activities of the programme for IWY it of the Mongolian Telegraph Agency MONTSAME on
18 February 197 5 ( annex II).
The document
in Mexico could be summarized as follows:
} number is A/10056.
family planning programme;
;,
it Among the activities to be undertaken during
- orientation programmes for productive
;i the Year are the following:
activities, nutrition and family re-integra- \t
tion, with special emphasis on the rural,
it 1. Inaugural session of the National Committee
to launch IWY and a press conference on
peasant and "ejidal" populations. as well as \},
current measures and activities in commem"shanty town" dwellers in urban areas;
{{
oration of IWY.
creation of an orientation and information /i:
centre for women;
lf,, 2 · Periodical publication of articles on
·"':..
various topics related to IWY in the
G
;,magazine Mongolian Women.

J

~t
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3, Periodical information through central and (f{f Nepal
local press on the implementation process ~f,, The following speech was delivered by Her
J
of the programme of action.
;f:f Majesty the Queen of Nepal at the inaugural
4. Radio and TV talks on the activities of
{f
,, function of the International Women's Year
Committee, 1975:
women from all walks of life.
:t
5, Production of documentary and feature filmsit "I am extremely happy to have this opportunit)
H- of speaking a few words to you on this
6. The following publications are envisaged:
auspicious day, which marks the beginning of
Illustrated book on life and labour of -;::~- the International Women's Year. You may all
Mongolian women ;
-;;- be aware why and how the year 1975 is being
~r observed as the International Women's Year.
Compilation of poems and songs on topics -)f To awaken the Nepalese women, left behind for
:f
of mothers;
()
years due to ignorance, poverty, supersti,;
- Textbook and special curricula for women :~ tion and social evils and to associate them
in rural areas (general education,
:i' in the all-round development of the country
culture, living conditions);
\{ as well as in the promotion of world peace
;;- is what our country also needs today; otherCommemorative postcards, stamps and
wise Nepalese women will not be able to play
:f
,.envelopes ;
i;-,.- an effective role in activities aimed at
;;- building a bright Nepal and promoting human
- TV series on children's education;
·s welfare.
TV interviews by high officials of the {fii
National Committee and prominent public ~f In order to make our women participate as
figures.
:c ideal citizenary along with men in developi::- ment works, we have to pay special attention
7, The following studies will be made:
} to two questions: first, to formulate such
- Studies on the extent of women's partici ~} laws and regulations as are necessary in
pation in judicial organs and scientific \f order to reform the traditions and customs
have hindered full development of
research activities;
g: which
women;
and second, by awakening them with
•,\
Studies on living conditions of widowed ,.-(,•· proper education and training develop them
{;
mothers.
into a citizenary capable of contributing to
)~
~f the progress of the country and the world.
8. The following seminars will be held:

J
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,; Of these, on the first question, our country
Seminar on "The role of women in the
i,~
,,implementation of the national economic -"-;,- does not fall behind any developed country.
So far as the question of equality is con~:;,:.- cerned,
development plan";
Nepalese women, since the advent of
- Seminar for representatives of mass medi~; democracy, especially under the partyless
on publicity and educational measures to J Panchayat System, have been enjoying almost
be devoted to IWY;
;~,, all the rights. Nor, like thus counterparts
in the western world, did they have to wage
Roving seminar on health education.
ii=
The present
-(f a protracted struggle for it.
In his interview with MONTSAME on 18 February '{ constitution of Nepal and the Legal Code, by
1975, Prof. D. Tsevegmid, said, inter alia: j} doing away with social evils, such as
"The Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party ff polygamy and child marriage in a bid to
has solved the women's question in accordance ;f advance the status of women, have granted
with the principles of Marxism-Leninism. It } Nepalese women equality with men in all fields
has consistently been carrying out a wide
} such as education, employment and franchise.
range of measures to raise the educational, J These are facts which are known to all.
vocational and cultural level of Mongolian
:~ Nevertheless , it is clear that in a country
women, to involve them actively in social and 1l such as our where the proportion of educated
political life and to improve their working i} women is negli gible, enactment of new legal
conditions ••• Out main activity during IWY ;:, instruments or provision of equality in laws
will be aimed at successt'ully giving effect f alone is not sufficient to improve the lot of
to the decisions of the Party and the Govern- J women . That is why it is our bounden duty to
ment in that sphere, encouraging women to
:f educate our women so as to make them able to
work actively and show initiative in t'ulfill- }t stand on their own feet firmly and thereby
ing the plan targets for the development 11of \!- help in the total development of their own
the national economy and culture, • • • ••••

•••••••
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lf

Panchayats and Class Organizations, diplomatic
missions here and our missions abroad, and the
Nepal (Contd.)
entire institution and organizations of the
as well as o-r the country. It is my hope
lf country as well as the people at large.
that th 7 Ne~al_Women's Organization.will not 1 May the year 1975 prove a memorable year for
lag behind in its e-f-fort towards this end. ~ all women. I wish for the success of the
As regards the second question, the various
International Women's Year."
constructive activities o-f the Nepal Women 's :I
Organization intended to arouse conscious- ,~
ness among women have not all beein in vain. ~ On 19 February 1975, Her Majesty Queen
However, one must realise that the age-old } Aishwarya inaugurated a women's painting exhibackvardness and social attitudes o-f
il: bition organized on the occasion of IWY, at a
Nepalese women, which are attributable to
it function at NAFA hall. Altogether 188 paintvarious reasons, cannot be changed in a
)t ings by different artists are on display at
short time. This year, the United Nations !{ the exhibition.
itself is actively engaged in arousing
it
women's consciousness. It will be redundant :t
to state here what role the educated women 1,t The following programme is scheduled in Nepal
o-f our country and particularly the Nepal
j\: for IWY:
Wo1?en' s <:rganizations hav 7 to play duri~g
1. A special act of commemoration. A special
this period. Through various constructive iE
request to His Majesty the King of Nepal
programmes in such -fields as women's liter- fr
to call upon the people to participate in
acy, family planning, social reforms and
it the programme scheduled for the celebracottage industry, we have to activise the
}
tion of IWY 1975.
Nepalese women in every corner of the
i}
country by prodding them into a state of
;} 2 . Publicity measures. Variety of publicity
measures, such as the publication and
wakefulness through messages of women's
it
distribution o-f posters, pamphlets, bookconsciousness. Only by doing so can the
g:
lets, exhibition of documentary -films,
Nepalese society progress speedily and the }
radio interviews, talks, conferences and
three objectives set by the United Nations, !.t
exhibitions will be arranged along with
promotion o-f equality between men and
i£
other programmes.
women; full integration of women in the
Jt
total development effort; and recognitition :!:
Educational measures. Educational instiof importance of women's increased contribu- ll: 3 · tutions will be directed to open discussions
tion to the strengthening o-f world peace - it
concerning promotion of equality between
in short, equality, development and peace, i}
men and women, integration of women in the
be achieved.
:;-•,,;;
development programme and strengthening of
II.

it

&

J

J

,.-

J

These are the questions that the Women's
Year Committee formed in our country at the ,,
4
call of the United Nations has to bear in
°:t •
mind. Decisions have to be taken on how the }
Nepalese women can be made to enjoy freely _;f
the rights conferred by the cons~itutions
It
and other laws and how they can be made
{!:f
capable of contributing consciously to the ::
cause of world peace and progress. By
{f 5.
incorporating these decision in the
}
:F
committee's programme for the coming year
,,.
and implementing them accordingly, not only :.t
will the woes of the women b~ mitigated but

~f

world peaoe.

•.!t I'll 1

!~!::~t, ~
~:!,

National studies and research. Research
projects will be conducted to assess women's
role in the development programmme and also
study the process by which rural women will
be able to play a major role in the over-all
development of Nepal.
Establishment of minimum targets and specific objectives with particular re-ference to
the all-round development of women. A
specific target -for 1975-80 and 1980-85 will
be formulated and broken down into two-year
programme plans to -facilitate evaluation.

the long process of national development wilf
be aided. There cannot be two opinions
\t 6
about it. I hope the International Women's :c • Seminars will be held on the following
topics: (a) promotion of equality between
Year Committee, Nepal, will take some solid •,,;
men
and women; (b) integration of women in
steps in this connection. I am confident
[
development; and (c) strengthening of world
that the committee will receive all possible }
peace.
co-operation from His Majesty's Government,

t

""

•••••••
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NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

$* Pakistan
1 In a message on the occasion of International
$Women's Day (8 March 1975) the Presidept of

The Government of the Netherlands Antilles
has set up the Antillian "Committee for the
1 Pakistan, Fazal Elahi Chaudhry, said that the
International Women's Year 1975". The
Committee is composed of the following repre-I day ~hould mark the start of a social movesentatives for each of the six islands of the* ment which would give new direction, an~
1 lend concreteness to the struggle of making
Netherlands Antilles:
Pakistan a modern society.
Curac;ao:
Begun Nusrat Bhutto who heads the Committee
Mrs. Stella Mercedes Oosterhof-Priest,
for the observance of IWY in Pakistan in a
Chairman
1 message on the same day said that all neceMiss Irma Antonia van de Biest
f ssary steps should be taken to ensure that
Mrs. Leona Gualbertina Thode-Domacasse
* women at all levels of society realise their
t full potential and to make a constructive conAruba:
1 tribution to national reconstruction.
Mrs. Carmen Kroeze-Lopez
Mrs. Hendrika Theresita Leerdam-Hanson
1 Poland
Bonaire:

i

ratioi, 1,
the ~c'.ii
' to !l'iid:n
for :t,:~!;

Miss Monica Urbanita Pourier
Mrs. Elsa Editha de Geus-Martina
St. Maarten:
Mrs. Vivienne Merle Leander-Daflaar

uir.yo!_::::,
;~b:ic&!i: L:!
s, ~ . 'r.!! ,.

Saba :
Ms. Joyce Beatrix Smith-Chichester
St. Eustatius:
Mrs. Olive Angelique Berker-Morris

*******
f.i';11:ic:i'.::r
el tc c;~ :,:
! e-;ii~:~
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** The Polish Government adopted decision No.

**
t
t
1

182/74 of 1 August 1974 concerning IWY.
The Honorary Committee of IWY was established
under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister.
The Minister of Labour, Wages and Social
Affairs has been assigned to coordinate all
undertakings connected with the Year in
Poland.

$
$
* The Polish Government has adopted the
*
general programme of activities during IWY
$ and
committed all ministers, heads of central
t

l

institutions, local authorities, etc. to

* elaborate programmes of their activities

accordingly.
Nicaragua
The following activities are planned for IWY:i Among main guidelines set forth to celebrate
* IWY are the following:
1. The Year was proclaimed in January by

$-

the President, Don Anastasio Somoza
Debayle.

ad strt:i>:::.i:
2.

The activities of IWY were inaugurated
on 18 January 1975 at the National
Theatre.

3.

The Nicaraguan Committee of Co-operation
with the Inter-American Commission of
Women has assumed responsibility for
IWY and represents all sectors of the
population.

4.

5,

*

t

I$
I1

•••••••

- undertaking activities for shaping a contemporary socialist family, expanding its
educative functions, and in particular
preparing young parents to carry out those
functions;

1

The calendar of activities for IWY
include: exhibitions of artworks; studies
by the University on the status of
Nicaraguan women; seminars ; publication
of a pamphlet on the rights of women;
study of reform of laws concerning the
rights of women; radio and TV talks.
An intensive information campaign has
been launched and a newletter published.

securing conditions for broad integration
of women in the social and economic
development of the country, strengthening
the social position of working women,
promoting further professional and social
advancement of women working in all
branches of national economy;

- helping to solve effectively practical
problems of working women, especially
mothers, e.g.child care.
- strengthening activities to speed up transformation of social customs to consolidate
a modern view of the role of women in
society and to create better conditions to
help them fulfil their numerous tasks •
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II.

$ Thailand
$ Khunying Ambhorn

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)

Meesook, Director-General,
of Educational T:chniques! Ministry
11 the
of Education has been appointed Chairman of
Several activities are planned during IWY.
National.Committee for IWY comprising 30
Women's Day in March was celebrated and there f members.
will be a celebration of Mother's Day in May. f
. . .
A special scientific symposium by ~he Polish f S?me of the _ac~ivities undertaken with a
Academy of Science, devoted to achievements j* view to achieving the goals and objectives
of Polish scientists in studies on the
_ of IWY are as follows:
problems of women, family and motherhood,
·: l . The Ministry of Interior has reorganized
assessment of present research in this field 1
the function of the Labor Department dealand adoption of a programme of research for
ing with women workers by uprgrading its
the years 1976-1980, will take place.
J_
present Women Section to the status of the
•••••••
i Division of Women Labor.
Poland (Contd. )

1 Department

f

i

2

I;

Portugal
•
The Commission on the Status of Women, Ministry of Social Af'fairs, in its programme for
1975 will focus on the cel:bration of_Int:r- ·
national Women's Year. This celebration is
intended to be a series of efforts and
actions with a view to improving women's
status.
} 3.

!*
*

The Commission bas proposed a joint programme ~

The Department of Colllll1llJ1ity Development of
the same Ministry has also launched several
training programmes to improve the condition of rural women and increase their
awareness concerning the increasingly
important role of women in the field of
social development.
The National Council of Women of Thailand,
under Her Majesty the Queen's Royal Patronage, has adopted a variety of publicity
and educational measures emphasizing the
objectives of the Year, including the convening of four National Conference on the
Status and Role of Women as well as the
organization of exhibitions and other
radio and TV programmes.

of action with several groups, including
I
political parties, non-governmental organiza- i
tions, religious and professional associaf
tions, etc.
With representatives of several !
of these groups, this programme has been
~
established and its main purpose is to
;l;
identify and denouse the most critical areas ~
The Constitution of Thailand provides in
of discrimination against women in the
country. The points approved for analysis
.. Chapter III, Section 28, that "Men and women
in a series of short intensive actions will * have equal rights".
be:
i
•••••••

i

1. Discrimination against women in Family
Law.

2. Differences in payment for equal work
between men and women and conditions of
work in industries mainly employing women.

I /

$ union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Document A 100 49 to the thirtieth session of
General Assembly contains information on the
measures taken in the USSR in connexion with
IWY.

3. The_doubie_task of pr?f:s~i?nal women
In December 1974 the Soviet Union established
having fami:y.respo~sibiliti:s as opposed !* a special Commission on the Observance of
to the traditional images still present
_ IWY in the USSR. The Commission is headed
in society of women's role.
by K.T. Mazurov, a member of the Politburo of
4. The participation of women in civic and f the Centr~ Comm~ttee of ~he Communists :arty
political life, professional associations,! of the Sovie~ Union . ~d First Deputy Chairman
local centres of decision, etc.
;- of the Council of Ministers of the USSR; the
deputy chairmen of the Commission are B.N.
5, The status of women and family planning. _ Ponomarev, a candidate member of the Politburo
The Commission has also suggested that the
and secretary of the Central Committee of the
Government adopt a resolution for InterI Communist Party of the Soviet Union and Chairnational Women's Year.
i man of the Commission on Foreign Af'fairs of
the Council of Nationalities of the Supreme
Soviet of the USSR, and V. V. Nikolaeva-Tereshkova,

f

•••••••

i

*
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II. NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)
USSR (Contd. )

$ ening

peace and friendship between peoples,

* and on outstanding Soviet women who are
*

1 heroines

Chairman of the Committee of Soviet Women and
member of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR. The Commission includes representatives of all the Union Republics, heads
of ministries and government offices of the
USSR and leading public figures. Eminent
representatives of the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR have joined the Commission.

I1
i*

of the Great Patriotic War or of

labour.

With regard to internal activities devoted to
IWY, the Soviet Union intends to hold a
* number of formal meetings and receptions for
Soviet women.
One was held on 8 March,
International Women's Day, when over 6,000
1 women attended a gala meeting and concert
in the Kremlin Palace of Congresses and a
1 message
from the Central Committee of the
Among the activities undertaken for the Year
f
will be a seminar will be held in Alma-Ata
l Communist Partyof the Soviet Union was read
1 by Boris Ponomaryov which congratulated
on the initiative of the Committee of Soviet
* Soviet women on their enthusiastic and selfWomen, on participation by women in Asian
less labour. Valentina Nikolayeva Tereshkova
countries in the economic development of their
also spoke at the gala meeting.
countries and the education of the next generation. An international meeting of women is
The contribution of women to the development
to be held in Minsk on the theme "Women in
*; of the national economy of the Soviet State
the struggle against fascism and for a last. will be marked by a number of activities in
ing and just peace on earth" (September).
honour of women Heroines of the Five-Year
On the initiative of the Committee of Youth
Plans and leading women workers, and by "Best
Organizations of the USSR, an international
* at the Job" competitions in trade skills
meeting of girls is planned for October 1975
1 among women qualified in basic trades. For
in Moscow.
There are also plans for an
; the purposes of further improvement of condiinternational symposium of women jurists in
¥ tions of work, daily life and leisure of
.Moscow on the theme "Legislation governing
1 women workers, an all-Union survey on these
the participat~on ~f !omen in s~c~al, pol~ti- ffi questions will be carried out (May-October).
cal and economic life (Augu st ), international * An all-Union seminar in Moscow (November)
women's competitions in gliding and parachute
will be devoted to dissemination of the
·jumping under the slogan "International Women's * advanced experience of collectives enterYear - New Achievements in Sports (Moscow'
1 prises and FZMKs (Factory works ~d local
Augu~t); and, also in ~osc~w, a seminar" for
trade union committees) i~ the establishment
foreign studen~s studying in Mos;,ow on_ The
1 of the necessary conditions for high-output
role of women 7n the world today (Apri:).
1 work and the improvement of women's medical,
Under the auspices of the Academy of Sciences
cultural and social amenities and leisure.
of the USSR scientific research will be undertaken on the subject "The work, social acti;,ity ! A:ademic conferences and al:-~nio~ seminars
and way of life of women in the world today
! will be devoted to the participation of
(1975-1976).
* women in the life of the country and in the
1 international movement for peace, democracy
In addition, seminars and meetings have been 1 and social progress.
For example, there
propos:d on~ bilateral ~asis with women from ! ~11 be conferences.on the.following topics:
the United Kingdom, Belgium, Italy, the
i The role of women in the international
United States of America, France, Finland,
1 movement for peace, democracy and social
the Federal Republic of Germany and several * progress "(Moscow, August); "Soviet woman _
other countries on the status of women in
! an active builder of communism" (Leningrad
contemporary society and the participation of September); "The national aspect of the
'
women in the struggle for peace , disarmament
solution of the question of women in the
and security.
USSR" (Tashkent).

*

i*

$

~
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$
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*

$

Soviet cultural centres abroad will organize ! During 1975 the role and significance of
meetings between the public in the countries * women in Soviet society and in the world as
concerned and Soviet women, series of talks 1 a whole will also be demonstrated by artistic
and lectures, film festivals and film weeks f events: a number of music and film festivals
and photographic exhibitions on the role of f are planned; for example, an all-Union festiwomen in building communism and in strengthval of art films in March under the heading

$
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NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd . ) t* Department of Justice
USSR (Contd.)
t A three-day conference to be opened by the
** Attorney General is scheduled for 14-16 May
"Dedicated to the True Daughters of the
to emphasize UN goals and objectives for IWY.
Fatherland", and 10-day drama festivals.
The programme will include speeches, panel
A series of postcards, postage stamps and
discussions, workshops, training programmes,
posters on this theme will be issued, and
special radio and TV broadcasts will be made * film presentations and career counselling.
thematic art, photographic and book exhibiUnited States Civil Service Commission
tions will be held; all-Union compeititions i
will be organized to determine the best
The U.S. Civil Service Commission plans for
literary and art works devoted to the Soviet [ IWY 1975 include:
woman. The theme of IWY will receive wide * The issuance of a Civil Service Commission
publicity in the Soviet periodical press and $ directive, designating 1975 as IWY and indiother mass information media. Press confer- * eating opportunities afforded by the Year to
ences and briefings a nd round-table
l move forward toward the goals established for
discussions forlSoviet and foreign journal- t the U.S. Federal Women's Program.
ists in connexion with the observance of IWY ffi
in the USSR will also be held.
t The issuance of a Civil Service Commission
Career Counselling Handbook for women to help
*******
t career counselors advise employees about
their careers.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
II.

$
$

l

1
*

$ Production of films

On 30 January 1974, the President of the
t
United States issued a proclamation calling !
upon all citizens of the United States,
t
Federal Government officials, educational
t
institutions, interested groups and others i
to begin to work for the advancement of
women. In October 1973 the U.S. Center for 1
the Observance of IWY was organized to coordinate the voluntary United States effort !
in support of the Year. An Executive Order f
directing and co-ordinating the Federal
t
Government effort was signed 9 January 1975. t
At the same time a Presidential Advisory
Commission of 35 persons was established to
direct the governmental programme assisted t
by a Secretariat located at the Department t
of State. The Commission will receive
*
guidance from an inter-departmental advisory $
committee composed of representatives of all t
concerned Federal agencies. An estimated
1
budget of $500,000 has been developed for
this programme.
*

for the public and
private sector focussing on career choices,
training and preparation for working women.
Preparation of a special IWY issue of the
Civil Service Commission Journal.

!

Development of support for necessary legislation to amend title 5 of the U.S. Code and
Fair Labor Standards Act to permit controlled
experimentation with flexible work schedules.
This would be of special benefit to working
women who often need alternatives to a
balanced 40 hour week.

t

$

*Participation with federal agencies and the

District or Colomoia Metropolitau ar~. in
special ceremonies commemorating women's
history
in the U.S. as well as social , econ.
omic and cultural affairs impacting on
American women today.

i Department

of Transportation
.
t This Department plans an intensified affirmThe Presidential Commission will review and
ative action programme to enhance women's
co-ordinate IWY activities in the Federal
* status within the Department through a
Government and advise on those developed in t campaign that will feature IWY themes and
; objectives .
the private sector.

$

$

All programmes will be guided by the themes
Department of Interior
and objectives established by the United
* Th"is Department has planned the following
Nations for IWY. However, Federal agencies *t events:
have been encouraged to develop individual
programmes according to their legislative
A '.'Wome~ of the Month" award ; monthly assemmandates.
* blies wi ~h special speakers; IWY career
7ounsel~i~g; IWY films, displays and pictorThe following examples of programmes at the
ffi
ial exhibits; and IWY resource centre; one
Federal Government level do not include all
IWY activity at the Federal level.

$
$
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month U.S. visits by women leaders from the 1
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and ~
their participation in Interior Department !
programmes, together with discussions about *
the status of women in the Trust Territory ffi
and plans for an enlarged political role in
the future; reaction of the White House
'f
Fellow Program; and special exhibits through{
out the Year featuring women of the Interior t
Department in non-traditional careers.
1

economic status of elderly women, video
taped programmes for use of 10 regional
offices, child care; child advocacy, and a
study on women in health profession schools.

The Department of HEW has scheduled a three*day
conference on World Women's Health from

Department of Commerce

18-20 June in Washington, D.C. in honour of
IWY. Participants will include foreign as
well as U.S. representation.

1* US Center for the Observance of IWY
U.S. Center for IWY was organized in 1973
1 The
develop and co-ordinate voluntary prot to
grammes in support of IWY and to act as a

A general meeting opened the Year with a
statement by the Secretary of Commerce and
department heads. Special programmes will
be held monthly and the January theme was
*
women in politics. The programme will
feature articles about women to be published t
in in-house organs; seminars for career
1
women; an annual award luncheon to recognize t
contributions of outstanding women. Special !
programmes will be conducted on the follow- !
ing subjects: cancer, communication, women
in the federal sector, educational opportuni j
ties, special problems faced by foreign
women, recognition of outstanding female
f
employees, discussions on secretariat work !
and special lunchtime programs.

$ clearing house for information about nongovernmental IWY activities throughout the
$ United
States.

• Cl.'!'~ ::r.~

!cn.rl!!in,
~l'T ;u··••• ~

:c::t,

The Center has developed a calendar of US-IWY
events and a schedule of U.S. activities for
1975. It has inspired the issuance of State
and municipal proclamations and the Presidential Proclamation and an Executive Order
for the observance of IWY. It has also
stimulated the organization of IWY Committees
or encouraged existing Status of Women
Commissions at the state or municipal level
to plan for the observance of IWY in 1975.

i
*
I
*t
l

c: :r.mt7'. ~

Department of Agriculture

tt, :.:. $.!t

The Department opened the Year with the
The U.S. Centre for IWY 1975 has published a
publication of a special issue of "Extension ! "Calendar of Events" which may be obtained by
Service" on the subject of women in non1 writing to them: 1630 Crescent Place, N.W.
tra~itional work roles in agri:ulture.
Washington, D.C.20009
Articles featured women as agricultural
*******
agents, biologists with sea studies proi Yugoslavia
grammes, horticultural scientists, nutrition f:
.
.
.
•
t
f i·f
*The Yugoslav
Federal Executive Council, at its
an d h ome economics exper s, ami 1y i e
*
.
.
· · t
t d·
• · t
* session on 17 January 197 5, formed a committee
1
spec:a1 is s, Pan_
isease specia1 is s~
i for the observance in Yugoslavia of IWY. Mrs.
hospital pathologists,
** Vida
.
Tomsic,
. ~ Memb er o f th e Sl ovene Republ.ican
·t consumer
d.
t marketing
f TV
agen t s, producer-wri er- irec ors o
*
.
.
• ult al
t
d
* Presidency and the League of Communists of the
programs, coun t ry agric
ur
agen s an
*
.
.
·t d
t
· · t
* Yugoslav Central Committee, was appointed
as communi y eve1 opmen specia1 is s.
*
.
f
th
f
d
·tt
* chairman o
e new1 y- orme commi ee.

tc ~ 1::::,_
·::, v::1 !~~-

$
*

Department of Health, Education and Welfare

-

-

**

* LATE NEWS

*******

During the Year the Department of Health,
t
Education and Welfare {HEW) will emphasize
Afghani S t an
programmes for American women on "aging",
Document A/10057, to be submitted to the 30th
alcoholism; career development, disabled
f session of the General Assembly, contains a
women; drug use and abuse; education,
t statement by His Excellency, Mr. Mohammad Daoud,
particularly the reduction of sex bias in
f Head of State and Prime Minister of the Republic
education; family planning, reproduction ~d ; of Afghanistan, issued on 1 January 1975 on the
contraception, health, mental health; nursing occasion of the proclamation of 1975 as IWY.
homes and nurses and improvement of th eir
· In his statement, Mr . Daoud said, inter alia,
nursing status and trainin~ for~ broader
1" . . .we witness in our society that women,
health role; women in public assistance pr~- 1 besides raising their children and tending
grammes ; social security, a study of questiori
involving different treatment of men and
*
women under the social security programme;

$
t
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II.

country, without any discrimination of sex,
origin, race or religion.

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)

LATE NEWS
Afghanistan (Contd.)
to the affairs of the family, always have
served our country side by side with men;
and their human dignity as active members of
society always has been protected in accord· h h
•
d .
f h
anc: wit t e requirements an wishes o t e
society.
With pleasure, it should be mentioned that
the women's movement in Afghanistan was
initiated 15 years ago, .... f?r the active
participation of Afghan women in the develop
ment of our c?untry_and for the enjoyment of
their civil rig~ts in the framework of human
ju~tice ':"°d social laws. The_purpos: ?f
this action was to ensure their participation side by side with the men in social
service.
Fortunately, we notice today that this movement, with the co-operation of enlightened
women, bas met with success; and, to the
extent possible, Afghan women are engaged
side by side with their brothers in various
fields of national development.

That equality of rights is reflected in all
legal provisions which regulate the life of
lour nationa, ensuring furthermore special
treatment for women, when circumstances may
require.
B
. .
t and could not be alien to the
razi 1 is no
. advancement of women in modern society, added
i to their traditional contribution to the
family and to the establishment of the highest
moral values of the community.
" We repeat, therefore, our wish that 1975 may
represent a historic landmark in world evolution of the recognition of women's right, in
: an ideal context of equality, development and
ic peace for mankind.

!

*******

: czechoslovakia

A seminar in the framework of IWY and in preparation for the 30th anniversary of the
* liberation of Czechoslovakia was organized in
f Bratislava by the Socialist Academy of SSR,
{ Slovak Peace Council and the Central Committee
t of the Slovak Union of Women. Its aim was to
t discuss problems concerning a greater partici;j; pation of women in all fields.

I
t

*******

In our country, as in the rest of the developing countries, illiteracy and undesirable -· Grenada
customs, among other cultural obstacles,
:_
.
. .
.
bl k th
al· t ·
f
,
• ht
d
As a result of a Cabinet decision a National
oc
e re iza ion
women s rig "s an
-~· Committee was established to evaluate the
participation in social service.
,. status of women in Grenada and make recommenda*******
f tions to the Government.

1111111

°

Brazil
~Ms. J. McIntyre is President of the National
The following message from the President of ;· woman's Year Committee, and at its meeting
the Federative Republic of Brazil, General
held on 13 February 1 975, formed seven
Ernesto Geisel, was transmitted to Permanent committees in the following fields and whose
Chairwomen is noted:
Missions of States Members of the United
Nations on the occasion of International
t Education Committee - Ms. Irva Baptiste
Women's Day, 8 March.
Training and Employment Committee "It is with satisfaction that the Brazilian >I<
Ms. Susanna Antoine
Government associates itself with the United $
Health, Housing and Social Cond~tions Nations and the Organization of American
Ms. Val:rie Steele
States in the celebration of the Internation-·
Legal Committee
- Ms. Louis Rowley
al Women's Year.
;
Recreation Committee- Ms. Teresa Nash
Resource material and personnel and
Today, more than ever, woman bas a dynamic
;
cultural attitudes - Ms. Elma Thorne
participation at all levels of national life
Administration
- Ms. Mary Ann Slinger
and in the common effort of the great nation
*******
that we are in the process of building.
i
ira
4
The Brazilian Constituion provides equal
rights for all citizens, as full agents of
~The General Federation of Iraqi Women has set
the economic and social development of our
$iP a Preparatory Committee for IWY, chaired by

I
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Ms. Manal Al-Alusi which will draw up a pro- t Jordan
gramme and plan of activities for the Year . ~~- : _: The National Preparatory Committee for IWY
Some of their activities include an extensive f in Jordan whose President is, Lawyer Emily
informational campaign to publicize the
{ Bisharat, since its first meeting on 18 July
importance of the Year and raise the con~'. 1974 has achieved the following:
sciousness of women · The GFIW has called on ~; 1 The reformation of the "Women's Union in
organizations and official institutions to
i · rd "
hold cultural festivals, art exhibitions and
Jo an which was dissolved in May 1957.
a commemorative postage stamp will be issued. t
It will again practise its activities in
*
the educational, social and economic
Efforts are being made to have legislation
! levels among women. It is concentrating
amended to provide for equal treatment for
its present activities on the celebrations
women.
m of IWY and campaigning for Parliamentary
One of the main efforts of the GFIW is to
Elections.
hold educational programmes to acquaint women '.:'. 2. A group of lawyers, trade unionists, and
with their responsibilities and survey opera- ~'.
representatives of women's organizations
tions are being carried out in co-operation ~'.
have drawn up work projects to study the
with the authorities concerned. The GFIW
;:;
conditions and demands of women workers
plans the establishment of model nurseries
! and peasants which will be published.
in a programme_t~r~ugh 1 980, organization of ~ 3. The Women's Union has launched on the eve
handicraft act1 v1 ties and the supply of
i,
instant foodstuffs and the provision of
~;
of New Year's Day a campaign under th e
-:heading "Inform us of your problems".
laundry facilities.
A consultative committee has been organized
During the Year the GFIW will convene a
:,:
which will use the mass media to draw the
conference of Arab Women and an Arab women's f
attention of the public to the problems of
training centre will be inaugurated in
,;,
women and obtain proposals for their soluBaghdad in April and the first course will be ~'.
tion.
the training of leading cadres of Arab
~
*******
women's organizations.
Kuwait

I
t

t

t

*

*******

s:::1!1:::.
• :.111: .

c'. ;;! b:::c
::s:1Ci

Israel

i

*t As part of their programme for IWY, the

i Women's

On 12 February 1975, the Israeli Parliament
(Knesset) celebrated IWY. Premier I. Rabin
announced the establishment of a Women's
Bureau and gave tribute to the Israeli woman
and her participation in Israel's national
development. Premier Rabin also promised th
that his government will continue to work
for the advancement of Israeli woman and to
eliminate all discrimination. The Knesset
proceeded to honour 12 outstanding Israeli
women. In addition to the former Prime
Minister, Mrs. Golda Meir, Irael's "Women
of the Year" are: Beba Idelson, educator;
Rosa Ginossar, lawyer; Rabbanit Sara
Herzog, president of the National Religious
Women ' s Organization; Anna Ticho, artist ;
Tzivya Yaffe, social worker ; Dr. Helena
Kagan, physician; Balagia Khoury, an Arab
who has furthered the position of Arab
women in Jaffa; "Schwester" Selam Meyer,
nurse; Hanna Rovina , Habima actress ; and
Yehudit Simhonit, member of t he First
Knesset.

*******

Cultural and Social Association, will
~: extend invitations throughout the Year to
notable women from various countries of the
;,, world to come to Kuwait in order to give
! lectures, participate in panel discussions
t and to meet various women leaders and
ffi associations in Kuwait and Gulf region.

f

t. The Women's Cultural and Social Association,
will convene an Arab Regional conferi ence on the subject of "Women in Contemporary
l Arabian Gulf Society" from 19-24 April 1975.
~ The Conference will discuss the present situa~'. tion of the Arab women in Kuwait and Arab Gulf
i States, the major problems facing women in the
! second development decade and the role of
t women in the social and economic development
~-- of the region.

J Kuwait ,

~;

*t Peru

*******

~
1

'. The Government of Peru has created the Peruvian
- Woman's National Commission as an autonomous
'. body directed connected to the Presidency.
! Mrs . Consuelo Gonzalez de Velasco, the President's
;~ wife is the President of the Commission which
will prepare a programme of activities for IWY.

*******
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III. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS,
INSTITUTIONS AND OTHERS PLAN FOR IWY
All Arab Women Federation (AAWF)
The AAWF which has 15 Arab countries' Women
Unions as members convened its permanent
bureau in February 1974 to set up its programme for IWY.
A seminar was held in March 1974 in Khartoum
to achieve the programme of training women in
all fields. The programme for IWY was
planned to open "all Arab" Centres in the
area. The first will open on 15 April 1975
with a three-week programme for "Leadership
Techniques". The Women's Union of Iraq
together with the perament bureau will

I

Algiers , as a member of the AAWF, held a

seminar on the problem of illiteracy in
1* April
1974 within the framework of the AAWF

*** activities of the Year.

1; All fifteen members are preparing studies
\:: for a "Fact Book on Arab Women " which will
* be published eventually in one volume.

J

Several training courses are
$ the
Year and will be held in

planned during
Cairo,Damascus

± as well as in Baghdad.
l
;~ The AAWF will issue four bulletins of infor:r: mation and programmes during the Year. The
ffi first appeared in January in Arabic.
···
~j A card was printed in the name of the Feder,- ation to call upon all men and women to help
sponsor the programme. The Centre - a dona- f and encourage possibilities of a just and
tion from Iraq to the AAWF - will hold two
*~- permanent peace in the area.
courses during IWY.
:.:

Egypt held an "All Arab" Women I s Conference
on the role of women in war for peace in the
Middle ~ast. Egypt plans an international
symposium in June.

*******
t*J Association for World
Education

f At the Association's Biannual World Confer::
1

ence in Ahmadabad, India, from 8-12 January
adopted two resolutions, one appealed for
all women's organizations and women everywhere
to all levels to build a coalition for the
establishment of equal rights for women in
all walks of life all over the world. The
second resolution appealed to strike for
disarmament so that human and material
resources be directed towards development
and a peaceful world.

The Kuwait Union's participation is three
}
seminars on "Child and Youth Culture". Each f
seminar will cover a different area. The
first which was held in January had '\he "Gulf }
Area" as its field of study.
The second
{
will be held on 20 May 197 5 and will deal
~;
with the Middle East Area (Syria, Lebanon,
i
Jordan, Egypt, Sudan and Palestine). The
f
third seminar in October will be held in
f
Tunis and will cover Libya, Tunis, Algeria
;!;* The conference report is available for $US1.00
and Morocco).
The three seminars will
* by writing to the Association for World Educasubmit their studies and resolutions to an
*;~
"All Arab" seminar to be held early in 1976. 'i' tion at 3 Harbor Hill Drive, Huntington,
New York 11743 or to Amarish Trivedi, c/o
tThe Syrian Union is preparing the All Arab
J: Experiment in International Living, D-294
:c Defence Colony, New Delhi, India, 110024.
Conference of Women's Year on 20 November.
Its subject will be the evaluation of the
;~
*******
activities of the Year. An international
:t
symposium will follow this conference so as J Cairo Woman's Club
to have international views on this subject.
The Cairo Woman's Club programme to celebrate
The regular (three yearly} conference of the
IWY is as follows:
AAWF is to be held on 10 May 1975 in Baghdad. ;r:
1
All fifteen nation- members will convene and ~
· A weekly cultural programme will concentrate on the history of women's liberation
besides regular business, the conference will !
movements
and the outcome of these movestudy the problems of women's participation f
ments in assisting the cause of women
in the national development of their
{
throughout the world.
countries.
i
2. A training course for members of the Club
The Lebanese Women's Council (member of the
t
in "Administration and Organization," was
AAWF) held a seminar in May 1974 to study
held commencing 25 January and ending
Arab Women's status in the national lands of *
1 February 1975.
each country vis-a-vis UN declarations and
resolutions. The papers submitted are being ~ 3. Publication of a periodical dealing with
printed.
~
news, activities and achievements of
women in connexion with IWY.

i

>(.

*
i

I

f

i

I~! !:t

;i'.11."S I

.. :::a.::s,
_::;_:!:!

,~::, ::f
tltftl
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4. Evaluation of the course "Training Women
Leaders in Rural Development" which was
held in March 1974.

f

Cornaro Tercentenary U.S. Committee
i The
first women in the world to receive

a
university degree was the noble Venetian,
5. Continuation and expansion of services in
Elena Lucrezia Cornaro Piscopia. The Univerrural development which was commenced by ,;-: sity oT Padua granted her a doctorate in
the Club in 1970 in the villages of
philosoph on 25 June 1678. The 30oth anniver;,I:
Sendioun and Tersa In Calubiah. The
~: sary of the Cornaro graduation will be celeservices include, two nursery schools,
t. brated in 1978 by colleges, universities and
two family planning centres, rural women's $ organizations in the United States and abroad.
clubs, needlework classes and classes in t\ For more information write to the Cornaro
f unctional literacy.
l,;.: Tercentenary Executive Offices, 1102 Bruce
6. A cultural training course which will
Hall, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
include subjects such as, social develop- *
~: Pennsylvania 15260.
ment, child care, nutrition, volunteer
*******
work, etc.
<[ Deutsche Kommunistische Partei (DKP)
The Club hopes to fulfil the first two
1:
objectives of IWY which are equality and
women of the DKP, meeting in Solingen
t. The
development.
For the third objective in
November
1974, went on records as support:!:
peace - it has always been the belief and
ing the aims of IWY and of the forthcoming
policy of the Club to work for peace through :;::~ World Conference for the IWY to be held in
international contacts, which in turn,
Mexico City.
create a solid foundation for better under***•*••
standing between the peoples of the world.
:c
f
Glen
Echo
Park,
National
Park Service
*******

ffi

i
1;

~

f

ion

f

t

~!

A festival is planned at Glen Echo Park,
Maryland, from 14-17 August 1975.
The
Preparations for the Year commenced in
Festival
will
be
a
regional
celebration
of
January 1974 when the first Women's Consul- *f women as arts professionals, in honour of
tation of the Christian Peace Conference was
~; IWY, and will include arts exhibits, demonheld in West Berlin. This Consultation
strations, workshops, performances, lectures,
>i:
proposed that an increased number of women
readings, videotape showing and other events.
participate in all CPC bodies and also
m The festival is entitled "Womansphere '75".
'i'
decided to publish a booklet on women's
****••·
problems which should be available shortly.
:i:
In 1975 the quarterly "Christian Peace
~~ Family Planning Federation of Canada
Conference" will regularly publish articles ~; The objectives of the Federation for IWY
on the situation of women and problems
f are as follows:
involved throughout the world.
l. To establish stronger liaison with women's
It was decided at the last meeting of the
organizations and all organizations that
Working Committee of the CFC which was held ffi
are involved or should be involved in
in Tananarive, Madagascar, in October 1974, I
improving the status of women.
that a second enlarged Consultation of Women f
h
· t ·
b t · t
would be held i·n Berli"n on 27-28 April 1975. ~ 2. To inform t ese organiza ions a ou in er1:
relatedness of family planning and the
It will work on preparations for the World
[
status of women.
Congress of Women in Berlin in October 1975 ¾
and the UN Conference in Mexico City. One
3. To ask them support the Federation's
of the main points on the agenda will be the *
efforts in family planning.
preparation for the CPC Conference on Women's t
******•
Problems scheduled to be held in Finlan~,
~:
.
.
25-30 September 1975. The main theme will be~ National Federation of Press Women (USA)
"Libe~ati~n and Equal Rights of W?,men as a
A series of articles were written by this
Contribution to a Peaceful Future •
,1;· Organization in several newspapers as p~
•••••••
~ffi: of their programme in support ~f.IWY. Copies
' have been sent to all NFPW affiliates as
·:: source material•
Christian Peace Conference

f
*
~;~

*

!

*
i

t
t

•******
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t

Indonesia - Association of Women of the
Republic
of Indonesia (PERWARI)
**
Perwari will launch an informational programme
t geared to all levels of the population, men
INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE OF WOMEN
* and women, concerning the marriage law and
Activities being undertaken by affiliates of 1 its implementation; education relevant to
the International Alliance of Women for IWY
family planning, nutrition, family law and
are as follows:
f the status of women in the provinces. A
i nutrition campaign will be made stressing the
Australian Federation of Women Voters
t use of all kinds of food products in Indonesia
Various seminars, conference and art shows
** and on prevention of blindness.
are being held and a play is being produced 1
on the life of Caroline Chisholm, one of
f Perwari hopes to be able to host a regional
Australia's pioneer women. The Australian
'f workshop in co-operation with the International
Broadcasting Commission is sympathetic to a
Alliance of Women and the Associated Country
request to include in its programmes musical * Women of the World on a subject concerning
compositions by women and performances by
the role of rural women.
women. The Women's
Marching
Song
used
in
the
i
• h Housewi· ves , Ass oci· a t·ion
.
.
.
.
,,_ I re 1 an d - I ris
suffragette campaigns in the United Kingdom 'f
may be orchestrated and will be used on some ffi The Council for the Status of Women is cooccasions which are planned in the future.
f ordinating the activities of its affiliates
t and acts in liaison with the Government on
Egypt - The Hoda Charawy Association
~ plans for I'WY.
The Association
is
represented
on
a
number
of
t
Some pro j ec t s t o b e und e rtak. en by a ff·1·
•
•
>.<
i iat ed
Commi~tees to study th 7 most effective means t Organizations are as follows:
by which women can be integrated more fully l
into national development. Research centres t 1. Examination of the Constitution relating
have been set up and various Government
'!'
to marriage.
agencies have presented their particular pro- I*.
grammes and are helping non-governmental
f 2 · Examine social issues affecting women.
organizations carry out their projects for
3. Examine the possibility of establishing
I'WY.
i a women's studies courses in Irish
t Universities.
The Association has organized classes for
t. 4 . Find obstacles to women's participation
women and girls to continue their education 1
and dress-making, child-care, nutrition and *
in all aspects of community life.
*
family planning have bee~ included. Fort5. Setting up advisory bureaux.
ni,htly meetings are held with mothers in
*:;-::~' 6. Set up educational and cultural centres
the Association's two nurseries to discuss
problems of women as mothers, citizens and
for children 8 years and older during outbread-winners.
of-school hours.

III. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS,
INSTITUTIONS AND OTHERS PLAN FOR I'WY
(Contd.)

t

i
i

!
!

*

$

$

i*

Finland - Federation of Auxiliaries
7. Send our questionnaires to women on
Results of a national photo context (Partner- *
discrimination.
ship for Progress) will be exhibited in
~ 8. Initiate debate and discussions on the
Helsinki during the Year. An art and press i
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
cuttings exhibition will be held and debates,
the Declaration on the Elimination of
film shows, etc. will be carried in the same *
Discrimination against Women.
Museum.
!1 9, Seminar on UN Conventions.
The work of several groups - Equality at Work
Children's Day Care; Women's History; and
t 10.~blication ~fa brochure on t~e history,
Press Group - will be programmed for the Year .r
aims and achievements of womens organizaJ
tions in Ireland.
Monthly meetings will use the themes of the
Year and the Federation will participate in t ll.Resear?h into the contribution made by
IWY actions of the Nordic sister organiza1 women in industry and the farming community.
tions, such as a booklet concerning sex roles ! 12.Women's art and library exhibitions.
in the comprehensive schools.
* 13.Seminar on women in politics.

i

t

. .

*

*

.
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Mauritius - Women's Self-Help Association
The Association is planning to motivate
women in the villages through forums, the
radio and TV. Discussions groups will be
formed to find out women's immediate needs
and teach them their rights and responsibilities.
The Association will also work
towards better pay for women.
Philippines - Women's Ri ghts Movement
A seminar has been held for 25 selected
families on improved family life.

**
* 2. A commemorative poster will be issued, as
well as an automobile decal and symbols
**

t

will be sold to raise funds.

t 5.
t
t 6.
t
*
t 7.

Study the history of handicrafts - current
trends and perspectives.

*
t* 3. Film shows concerning women.
*** 4. Creation of a documentation and orientation centre for women.
*
Creation of a leisure centre for women.

Exhibition of books and material concerning women.
Letters have been sent to civic organizations!*
requesting they contribute to a general
f 8. Encourage the publication of studies and
exhibit of women's outstanding work in music, t
works concerning the Antillean woman.
sculpture , painting, literary works, handi- 1
crafts, etc.
* 9. Organize conference concerning the
$.
problems of women in the Antilles.
Philippines - League of Women Voters
* IO.Organize study-travel groups to visit
The following projects have been adopted by !
countries such as: Canada and Africa
this Organization :
! (francophone countries and others).
1* 11.Programmes on radio and TV.
1. Conduct educational campai gns through a
series of symposia to inform women of
**
12.Study improving family economy in
their rights and responsibilities.
**
Guadeloup.
2. Co-operate and support the activities of 1
*
the Antillean couple - past, present
the Civic Assembly of Women of the
1 13.Study
and future.
Philippines.
*

*

nre!&titi
!18 vo:en,

ablishil:i
isb

3, Co-operate with Government agencies and
consumer associations in a massive campaign for consumer education and protection.

icipation

4. Support the Green Revolution Project of

re,

the First Lady, Mrs. Imelda Marcos.

5. Maintain a day-care centre in a slum
centres
during ~.t·

3 on

the

AfgblS snJ
ion of

***

*

•••••••

i

National Council of Women (United States)

t*

April 1975.

*
Woman of Conscience Award Luncheon will be
*** A
held at the Biltmore Hotel, New York, on 16

******•
ffi
f National Federation of Business and Professional
ffi Women (Costa Rica)

area for under-privileged children.
6. Co-ordinate with agencies and associations f This Organization's programme of activities
in fighting drug addiction.
1 for IWY includes a series of publications on
education of women in civil, political and
7. Conduct an information drive on issues
ffi human rights. Training courses, scholarships,
submitted during the January referendum, *
conferences and seminars will be held aimed at
encourage the public to vote and exercise
advancing the status of women.
New laws will
their right of suffrage .
be introduced and amendments to existing ones
t
8. Construct a LWVP building .
* will be encouraged.

i

•••••••

$

••*****

Information and Family Education Centre in
1
Guadeloupe (Centre Guadeloup~en d'information $ Panafrican Women's Organisation (Organisation
et d'Education Familiales)
Panafricaine des Femmes)

$

The following programme of activities will
be undertaken by this Organization in Celebration of IWY:
l . Constitution of a permanent commission
for the promotion of women.

* A congratulatory message from Ms. Fethia

** Bettahar, Secretary-General of the Panafrican
1 Women's Organisation was transmitted to the
* United Nations on 8 March 1975. ~~e messa~e

1 reads:

The Panafrican Women's Organisation

~ warmly congratulate the United Nations
*
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III. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS,

INSTITUTIONS AND OTHERS PLAN FOR IWY
(Conta..)
Panafrican Women's Organisation (Contd.)

*-

Seminars, lectures and dis:ussi?ns at the
various colleges of the University, for
~
students.
10. Speech and Essay Contests for the students.

!

9.

*

*
improvement programmes in rural
on its proclamation of 1975 as International *
t 11. Health
areas
by
students.
Women's Year. The Panafrican Women's Organi- !
sat ion is aware of Your Excellency's efforts ! 12. Programmes of literacy and dissemination
to promote peace and progress in the world
t
of knowledge by students.
and is convinced of your will to bring about !
*******
an era of peace, justice and progress in the !
world. It pledges to do its part on this
1 Sri Lanka Girl Guides Association
historic day,• 8 March· 1975, to realize
these
t:I: The following
.
•
.
ac t·i vi•t·ies h a ve or wi·11 be ·
noble objectives, Highest consideration,
undertaken by the Sri Lanka Girl Guides
Signed Fethia Bettahar
Association in celebration of IWY.
Specreft~y Gwenera~ 0
.
.
On 22 February 1975, the Association held a
ana rican omen s rganisatio,11<:j: 11 Thinking
•
•
Day " wi· th the theme: "Think of the
*******
; future - Plant a Tree",
Every members was
Shreemati· N th"b • D
i
requested to plant a useful tree to help the
a i ai amodar Thackersey Women's ~ country, s food production drive.
University, Bombay, India
!
An Oratorical Contest will be held on 21
The S.N.D.T. Women's University which is the 1 March on two topics ''What I can do for my
only women's university in India is publish- f country" and "Girl Guides as Nation Builders".
ing a newsletter entitled "Parashakti" for
l
IWY. The title is a Sanskrit word which
A Poster competition will be held.
"P aras hakti'" wi'l1 be
*~ A seminar will be held which will focus on
denotes strength.
published quarterly and if you wish to publisht the contribution made by women in different
any information on IWY activities please
fields of work.
contact Mrs. Sharda S. Deshmukh, Development *
Officer, S.N.D.T. Women's University, 1,
A Pageant will be held on the theme "Women
Nathibai Thackersey Road, Bombay 400 020,
through the Ages"•
I nd ia.
A Trainers Conference will be held in August
The University's plans for the Year are as
1975 and a Workshop will be held on the theme
follows:
1 "Economic development for women through selft employment".
1. Setting up by University's Research Unit
t
*******
on Women's Studies, of an Information Cell *
to collect and disseminate
information
on
t
WIZO
w
,
·
z·ionist
· organisa·
. . .
*
- omens International
women an d IWY activities, to prepare a
* t'
select bibliography on women and a brochure} ion
giving educational, demographic, employf WIZO held International Women's Year Day 1975
ment and other information of women.
t at its Headquarters in Tel Aviv on 23 January
which was attended by some 400 women. Resolu2. Publication of a quarterly Newsletter.
tions were adopted and a Declaration signed
t by those present and presented to all partici3. Publication of a collection of papers
t pants. The Declaration states, inter alia,
written by eminent persons on different
aspects of women in India.
the WIZO undertakes to reinforce its efforts
~ to ensure implementation of laws enacted to
4 . Preparation of a bibliograph on the educa- !
tion of women.
safeguard the full equality of women with men ;
it demands the participation of women in policy5, Exhibition of books on women.
making at the hi ghest levels of government;
. insists on the creation of full and equal
6. Exhibition on conservation of resources .
opportunities for women to develop their talents
and to facilitate their involvement in all pro7. Seminars and meetings for the public.
cesses of development aimed at improving
8. Extension Lecture Series on status and
standards of living and promote mutual underposition of women for the community.
; standing aimed at the achievement of peace.

*
i
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WOMEN OF THE WORLD UNITED FOR PEACE:
Disarmament and its Social Consequences

1

! World Association of Girl Guides and Girl
t Scouts (WAGGS)

!

A seminar with the above title will be held
At the national level all organizations are
at United Nations Headquarters on 7-9 May
t using the Girl Guide/Girl Scout press as
1975, will be one of the major events of
their main channel for IWY publicity, and
IWY to focus of peace, the third part of the * the mass media is also approached.
IWY theme.
*t Exhibitions and visual displays are planned
The conveners of the seminar are the Women's f by several WAGGS members, e.g. Australia,
International Democratic Federation, the
i Tanzania.
Women' s League for Peace and Freedom, and
! .
.
.
. .
Association (the d
_* Seminars will be held on various topics in
t he Jane Addams Peace
·
tional • tax-exemp1.1- arm of WILPF).
Bothe uca * De nmar • Egypt ~ I ran' Pak.istan, P. hi·1·ippines.,

t

VIDF and WILPF have non-governmental status
with the United Nations.

li01t,::!
inio!\:;
eters1'!i
to tt~t!:
~d 011!

dolor!'/

ion~::~;
!oo:-;sc:

amm::

i .

t Singapo:e, Sri Lanka and the United States

1 ?,f ~:rica. . A Europ:an Co~fere~ce,
* Critical review of Girl Guide/Girl Scout
! contribution of IWY" will be held in

Plans for the seminar began last July at
WILPF's Congress in Birmingham, England,
$ Strasbourg, France, in 1976.
when representatives from WILPF and WIDF
met with Helvi Sipila, UN Secretary-General $. Research projects will be undertaken on the
education ,,of girls (15-17 year old) in
for IWY. Work on the seminar has been pro.
.
i
Belgium; Outstanding Women" in Korea;
gressing with the,, help of representatives
• H.is t ory II an d "Women in
• socia
• 1
.
.
.
,, ** "Women in
from a group of co-operating organizations .* En vironmen
•
t" in
• p araguay; "America
· , s H.dd
i en

*

*

The goals of the seminar include:

$ Heroines" in the United States of America.

1. Demonstrating the social and economic
effects of militarism.

! Essay writing competitions, oratorical
;i; contests, etc. on the themes of IWY will be
! held in Korea, Paraguay, Sri Lanka and
! Trinidad and Tobago.

2. Generating specific action recommendations, resolutions, and demands for
governmental action.

!* Training

courses will be held in Germany,

1 India, Pakistan, Singapore, Taiwan and

din /.':iJ:
on tti::,

hro';/l !~!-

3. Mobilizing public opinion on the need for * Thailand on various themes.
total world disarmament.
;
other projects include literacy and family
4. Developing strategies for getting more
planning campaigns organized by the Egyptian
women into leadership roles in all levels $ Girl Guides Association during the summer of
of government, business and labour.
! 1975.
A literacy campaign will be organized
in Ecuador; handicraft centre for women and
5. Establishing machinery for an inter! health and nutrition campaign in the Ivory
national network of women to exchange
: Coast; lectures, e.g. on the legal status of
information, suggest programmes for
action, plan joint programmes for peace. ! women will be held in Liechtenstein).

f

*

*******
6. Providing input for the United Nations
1
World Conference of the IWY and the NGO
t World Confederation of Or anizations of the
Tribune to be held in Mexico City in
~ Teaching Profession WCOTP)
June 1975, and for the World Congress of
IWY to be held in Berlin in October 1975. *WCOTP heralds IWY through a long-term project
in Africa. To develop the potentialities of
For further information, contact WILPF
* rural African women , WCOTP and the United
National Office, 1213 Race Street,
f Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
Philadelphia , Penn.19107. (215)L03-7110 .
have initiated a project involving organizaIn New York call MU.2-88 30, Ruth Chalmers.
tions and individuals around the world. Its
1 operation details are the subject of current
*******
* discussions between ECA and Mrs. Pumla
Lutheran Church in America
t Kisosonkole, WCOTP' s African Consultant for
This Organization is planning a seminar
t IWY.
relating to women's roles in development from,::
.
10 J une - 3 Jul y in
· Ar gent ina
· , Brazil and
** The project stems
from a brief that rural
.
,
· f ormation
·
·t
El e anor M·
:I; women are Africa s untapped resources, and
Chi·1 e. For in
wri e :
Magnusson, 893 St. Charles Drive, Apt. lO
Thousand Oaks, Calif . 91360 .

$
l

i

*

*******
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ffi courses emphasize agriculture, nutrition,
* small businesses and management of family
$. resources. Adult learning methods are used
throughout •
World Confederation of Or anizations of the
The project is also in line with the objectTeaching Profession WCOTP)
ives of the forthcoming Pan-African Training
that without their involvement the goals of l and Research Centre for Women, to be estabIWY (1975) , the UN/FAO's World Food Conferlished in IWY by ECA. Within the Centre,
ence (Rome, November 1974) and the Second UN
the Women's Development Task Force will be
; organized. The Task Froce is a volunteer
Development Decade (1970-1980) cannot be
achieved.
i corps of women with special skills or knowTo help give rural African women access to
ffi ledge who will serve in African countries
the tools of development, WCOTP and the ECA l wherever the needs are greatest.
Women's Programme will train school teachers *
in skills enabling them to work more closely i The project was one of 12 measures, fosterIII. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS,
INSTITUTIONS AND OTHERS PLAN FOR IWY
(Contd.)

*

i

*

i ~~~ 5w~:~:~~~~u~:t;o:~n!;~~~~~!ni~owi~~•s

with their communities. The project's main
financial support will come through the sale *
of Unesco Gift Coupons. Any organization or !
individual may purchase these coupons from
*
Unesco Headquarters ( 7 Placed F t
l
e on N
enoy'
*
· unesco
Parl·s ' Franc e ) , fr om cert a1n
a t'1ona1 *
*
Commissions and_ in the United States_ from *
Unesco Gift Coupon Office, United Nations,
New York. Coupons sent to WCOTP will be used !
in Africa without any administrative charges. !
To help provided by these gifts will be acknowledged by the beneficiaries, thus
f
establishing personal international contacts. i
Women produce process and market most of
*
Africa's food: in addition to undertaking
[
their family responsibilities (educational, t
household and income-producing).
Despite
t
the increasing responsibilities of rural
*
women and even though food scarcity has
!
reached crisis proportions in much of the
continent, it is only seldom that training
;
opportunities meet the real needs of African ;
women.

$
i

l

The trilingual calendar is available upon
request to WCOTP. The projects, covering
a wide variety of organizing agencies,
t r1es
.
.
all d epend 1n
. d.1ffercoun
and topics,
.
.
.
1ng degrees on Unesco Gift Coupon funding.
The WCOTP/ESA project (officially termed GCP/
WCOTP/ECA Project 564) has been described by
WCOTP Assistant Secretary, Raymond Smyke, as
something which "in my 16 years with the
Confederation's African programme I have
rarely encountered: a project depending
not only on publicity and assistance around
the wo:ld but also on the k~own willingnes~
of ~fr1can teache:s and African wom:n to give
their very b:st, if.only they_are give~ the
chance. It 1s particularly timely during
In~ern~tional ~omen's Year but it also.ha~ a
bu 1t-1n dynamism and long-term potent1al1ty
which make it of the utmost significance."

7

*******

World Federation of Forei
e Teachers'
This project envisages several two-week
f Associations FIPLV)
national training workshops organized for
!
The Federation Internationale des Professeurs
15-20 teachers in two or three pilot
J de
Langues Vivantes (FIPLV) is inviting the
countries, during 1975. These teachers would t
then return to their villages and hold week- ~ language-teaching profession to take part in
an essay competition. The project is called:
end or one-week courses for rural women.
"The Role of Women in Foreign-Language TextThey would also involve parents and children
The aim of the project is to study
in school and village activities respectivelyl books".
exising
language
textbooks for beginners and
Once trained, the teachers may involve agri- *
intermediate students all over the world, and
culture extension agents, co-operative
! find
out how women are described, what they do,
officers, health workers and others in efform'i'
and which attitudes are connected with their
to further the role
of
women
in
various
~
.
~
respects. Th ey will also be expected to hold$ textbook activities.
training courses for their fellow teachers, * Entries should be sent to:
under the auspices of the national teachers' !
Women's Year Competition
unions.
*
c/o Secretary General, FIPLV
i
ECA has already set a model, in its Itinerant!
D-355 Marburg/Lahn
Training for Trainers in Programmes to
1
Liebigstrasse 37
Improve the Quality of Rural Life. These
*
Federal Republic of Germany

$
$

•******
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Zonta International
;e International_Serv~ce Project which Zonta International has adopted in co-operation with
UNICEF is in keeping with the resolution adopted at their 1974 Convention which says:
· 0bJect.

Training
estab•
.ntre
·11 be
lllteer

r knov.
tries
foster.

cim,s
IVY,

upon
ring
s,
differ.

Recognizing that early preventive health services are a prime factor both in
enabling people to lead, longer and more useful life and also to utilize their
inherent potentialities optimally, be it
Resolved, that Zonta clubs give concrete expression to their concern for the
grossely inadequate medical care available to mothers and children in many areas
of the developing world by co-operating with UNICEF in projects designed to
improve the quality and extended availability of such health care and to provide
ancillary educational, family planning and training services.
The International Service Project is Zonta's participation in the Pan African Training and
Research Centre for Women and the African Women's Volunteer Task Force.
Zonta International
will provide funds for the African Women's Volunteer Task Force to permit skilled African
women to go into the villages in African countries to train much less advantaged rural women
in areas of special needs: health, foods and nutrition, family planning and to provide other
services necessary for the well being of their families and themselves.
zonta International will contribute $US100,000 to this endeavour.

ding,
ermed GCP/
•ribed by

~ke, as
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ding
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Port Gentil, Gabon :

A gardener transports her watering can to her plot.
(UN photo 89572).
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IV.

INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL

UN/OPI notes, pamphlets and similar

***
material:*

The following material can be obtained by
writing to:
International Women's Year
Room 1055
United Nations, New York, N.Y.10017
or through your local UN Information Centre.

Australia
The Australian National Advisory Committee for
IWY is publishing a newsletter.
For further
** information write to:
**
National Advisory Committee
**
P.O . Box 47
**
Ainslie, A.C.T.2601
**
Australia

!**

**
1. IWY Poster (available free - for bulk
orders a contribution to the IWY Trust
*
Fund would be appreciated).
***
2. Ms. Helvi Sipila, Secretary-General of IWY!*
talks about the Year (CESI NOTE IWY/14).
3. The situation and status of women today: **
Some essential facts (CESI NOTE IWY/15). **
**
4. United Nations Work for Women
**
(CESI NOTE IWY/18) . .
*
5. Proclamation by United Nations Secretary-:*
General Kurt Waldheim(CESI NOTE IWY/19). !
*
6. Major UN activities in celebration of
IWY 1975
(CESI NOTE IWY/20). **
**
7. UNICEF News: Women and Development
**
Issue 82/1974/4.
**
8. COMMITMENT No. 4 - a UNDP service bulletin!
**
for non-governmental organizations.
**
9. Equal Rights for Women - A Call for
Action (reprinted) (OPI/538). Available
!*
from the UN Sales Section, UN Headquarters:
New York, N.Y.10017 for 25¢ each or
:
$12. 50 per 100 net .
~
**
UNESCO
----

=

1. Unesco and International Women's Year
1975.
2. 1975 International Women's Year - a
pamphlet describing the Gift Coupon
Programme.
Available by writing to: Unesco, UN Headquarters, Room 2201, New York, N.Y.10017.

*******

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
***
***

*******

~

The Central Agency for Public Mobilisation
and Statistics has published a booklet for
IWY entitled: "The Egyptian Woman in two
decades - 1952-1972". For further information write to:
Ms. Aziza Hussein
10 Nassem Street
Giza, Cairo
Egypt

*******
Iran
Dr. Azar Rahnema is publishing "The Iranian
Woman: Her Psychological Evolution during
7000 Years of History and Civilization". A
swmnary is currently available. For further
information write to:
Dr. Azar Rahnema
Niavaran Avenue
Rahnema Street 223
Teheran, Iran

*******

*
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Mexico
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The International Women's Year Committee is
publishing (in Spanish) a monthly bulletin,
"Mexico 75", which may be subscribed to by
writing to:
Mexico 75
Minerva 63
Mexico 19, D.F., Mexico

*******
Organization of American States
A pamphlet entitled: "The Woman in Latin
* United States of America
America: Past, Present, Future" is available *
** "International Women's Year Action/Resource
in English and Spanish for 25¢ each by
** Bulletin" has been prepared by the Joint
writing to:
*** Task Force on IWY of the Population Institute
Sales and Circulation Unit
and Zero Population Growth. Copies may be
*** obtained
General Secretariat
by writing to:
Organization of American State~
*
*
Washington, D.C.20006
**
Joint Task Force on IWY
*
Room 208
*******
***
110 Maryland Avenue, N.E.
**
Washington, D. C. 20002

**

,.'

*******
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V,

RECENT EVENTS OF INTEREST

I

VI.

LIST OF LIAISON OFFICERS WITH GOVERNMENTS

~stralia
Byelorussian SSR
The Australian Government has made grants
Mr
totalling $A305,000 ($US400,000) for special
Rs. Elena ~onstantinova Romanovich
activities during International Women's Year. $ ef~esenta~iv: of the Byelorussian SSR to
Reporting this on 20 February, Radio
! 8 e_Commission on the Status of Women
·
"d
't
·
th
Leninsky Prospekt
Australia sal. l. is
e second of a series !* Minsk
of grants and represents a total commitment !
so far of more than $A500,000 ($US655,000).
Colombia

i

*

ion
for

rma-

The grants go to institutions in Australia's
six States and are for activities in educa.
art
tion, the creative
s, health and welfare
and to organizations campaigning for women I s
rights.
•••••••
Belgium
The Belgian Government will set up a centre
to channel complaints from women alleging
discrimination because of their sex, to the
authorities concerned, Mr. van Elslande, the
Belgian Foreign Minister reported.
The centre will be supervised by Mrs. de
Backer-Van Ocken, the Minister of Dutch
Culture, and its aim would be to discover
systematic discrimination in employment and
education.

•••••••

by

.
1
$

Ms• Grethe Fenger MQ!ller
Head of Section
International Department of the Ministries
of Labour and Social Affairs
* Slotholmsgade 6
! DK - 1216 Copenhagen K

i

France

t Mr.

!

i

Albert Turot
First Secretary
Permanent Mission of France to the UN
One Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
New York, N.Y.10017

$

** Guyana

~ Miss

S. King
of Labour and Security
Georgetown

! Ministry

$

! Indonesia
1* Mrs. R. Sardj ono
1 Departemen Sosial
* Jl Ir H Juanda
1 Djakarta

Kuwait

e is
tin,

Dra. Josefina Amezquita de Almeyda
De
k
nmar

In a tradition shattering move, Interior
Minister Al Abdul Aq Al Salem Al Sabah, said
that women would be hired by his Ministery.
This is the first time that women will be
eligible for certain Kuwaiti government jobs. !

*t Philippines
! Miss Nona A. Zaldivar
Philippines
$Attache
Ambassador
Leti·ci·a Ramos Shah ani• (th e pres en t *:t Philippine
Mission to
.
556 F' fth A
Chairperson of the Commission on the Status *N y k Nv;n~~ 036
•••••••

the UN

1

of Women) took up a new post in Romania this ! ew or '
month.
* Senegal

j

rce
,itute
be

· ·

Ms. Shahani is the first ambassador to be
Mrs. Caroline Diop
sent ty the Philippines to a socialist count
Depute a l'Assemblee national et responsable
and she is the first woman dipl omat to be
du mouvement des femmes
accepted by the Socialist Republic of Romania * Dakar

•••••••

.
1* Yugoslavia

$

United Kingdom
Miss Zagorka Ilic
Mrs. Margaret Thatcher was elected the new
* First Secretary
leader of the British Conservative Party
Permanent Mission of Yugoslavia to the UN
recently. Formerly Minister of Education and 1 854 Fifth Avenue
now the Party's apok4;u;;woman on financial
* New York, N.Y.10021
questions she could beeome the Prime Minister.$
*******

1

•••••••

